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 Pardo, Victoria, Food Interpretation at House Museums and Historic Sites: The Characteristics of Successful Food Programs. Master of Science (Historic Preservation), May, 2019, Columbia University, New York, New York.   The main goal of this thesis was to develop criteria that identified major flaws in food programs at historic sites and house museums. Food interpretation is a valuable tool that can be utilized to enhance a site’s mission. It not only reveals conditions of the past, but also reveals important social concerns of today. House museums have the opportunity to use food interpretation to gain relevance in their communities and strengthen their site as a whole. The work I have done is observational as an outsider, visitor, and individual with a sense of the role interpretation could play, with the goal of informing sites that want to create food programs. This work is a prelude to creating an evaluation metric, but it is not a metric in itself.  Four diverse case studies were used in order to analyze a variety of sites. The case studies include: Billings Farm in Woodstock Vermont, the Tenement Museum in New York City, Old Sturbridge Village in Sturbridge, Massachusetts, and the Gropius House in Lincoln, Massachusetts. Seven criteria were developed after careful observation, interviews, and research. These criteria are pivotal to the success of a food program. However, these criteria cannot be applied to the sites in a one-size-fits-all fashion. Rather, certain criteria can be tailored to fit a site’s unique needs.   The conclusion of this thesis reveals the importance of continued growth, synergy between the mission and management of the site with the food program, setting up audience expectations,  cohesive interpretive practice, the inclusion of contemporary issues in the interpretation, increased community engagement, and finally the role of authenticity. This thesis also addresses common misconceptions of what makes a good food program, as well as signs to look for that lead to a troubled one.  KEY WORDS: Food, food interpretation, food ways, historic sites, house museums, criteria, food program, mission, relevance  
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Part 1: Background  House museums are suffering due to decreased visitation and lack of relevance in contemporary society. This has been written about profusely in the field of preservation. Authors such as Graham,1 Godfrey,2 Salisbury3, Harris4, and Moe5 all discuss this issue, offering solutions to aid failing house museums. They all stress that a new look at interpretation as well as the engagement of contemporary audiences is essential for the survival of these institutions .  One such way of reimagining interpretation is to look at the use of food. Currently, many house museums are inefficiently using food as a way to interpret the house.6 Most of the current food programs at sites that use food and foodways to educate the public and to carry out the mission of their institutions are poorly orchestrated. Food interpretation needs to be addressed as a way of assisting house museums in better educating the public. As an underutilized field of interpretation, it offers many advantages. Food is an entrance point that is relatable to many people, and house museums have an advantage because they were places where food existed.  Many classic and current sources on interpretation are helpful resources for establishing effective food interpretation at a site. Tilden Freeman, who wrote the classic 
                                                     1 Ruth Graham, "The Great Historic House Museum Debate," The Boston Globe, August 10, 2014. 2 Marian Godfrey, Barbara Silberman, and Tanya Barrientos, “What to Do With These Old Houses,” Pew   
Charitable Trust, Pew Charitable Trust: 30 Apr. 2008.  3 Stephan Salisbury, “House Museums deal with dwindling interest,” Philadelphia Inquirer, February 2005. 4  Donna Ann Harris, New Solutions for House Museums: Ensuring the Long-Term Preservation of America’s 
Historic House (Lanham, Md: Alta Mira Press, 2007).  5 Richard Moe, “Are There Too Many House Museums?” Forum Journal 27.1 (2012): 55-61. Web. JSTOR. 23 Feb. 2016. 6 Michelle Moon, “A Nourishing Past: Adapting Interpretive Planning Models to Support a More Civically Engaged Food History in Historic House Museums,” Harvard University Extension School, May 2016: 5.   
   




text on interpretation, Interpreting our Heritage, in 1957, laid out six guiding principles that are essential at historic sites:  1. Any interpretation that does not somehow relate what is being displayed or described to something within the personality or experience of the visitor will be sterile.  2. Information, as such, is not interpretation. Interpretation is revelation based upon information. But they are entirely different things. However, all interpretation includes information.  3. Interpretation is an art, which combines many arts, whether the materials presented are scientific, historical, or architectural. Any art is in some degree teachable.  4. The chief aim of interpretation is not instruction but provocation.  5. Interpretation should aim to present a whole rather than a part and must address itself to the whole man rather than any phase.  6. Interpretation addressed to children (say, up to the age of twelve) should not be a dilution of the presentation to adults but should follow a fundamentally different approach. To be at its best it will require a separate program.7   Tilden’s definition of interpretation is “an educational activity which aims to reveal meanings and relationships through the use of original objects, by firsthand experience, or by something individual, something that comes from knowledge and doing, but you’ve got to feel it.” 8   The shortcomings of the works of Tilden and other scholars that wrote on interpretation are that they do not discuss food. However, key interpretive strategies such as community, passion, and provocation can all be applied to food interpretation. Currently, the staff at many sites do not take current interpretive strategies into play when developing or running their food programs. Tilden and other scholarship on interpretation provided inspiration in developing the evaluative criteria for this thesis.  
                                                     7 Freeman Tilden,  Interpreting Our Heritage (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1957), 18.  8 Ibid.  
   




I used the mode of observational reporting as an outsider, visitor, and individual with knowledge of the role interpretation can play in different circumstances, as well as utilized interview questions and research to understand what a good food program is, and for the readers of this thesis to understand this as well. However, these conclusions are in no means prescriptive. This thesis is a prelude to an evaluation metric, but it is not a metric in itself. My observations are the first step of many to creating a critical examination of sites relating to food programming. To evaluate a food program, one must engage deeply with the institution in a more profound way than this thesis will reveal. I also recognize that for this thesis to be actionable, it is critical that people fully acknowledge that a food program should be developed in recognition of the larger context of the site and its governance.   
Part 2: Food Interpretation 
 For the purpose of this thesis, it is important to define food interpretation. Food interpretation is an interpretation of a site using food and foodways9 to demonstrate or engage with a visitor on the subject of food, while at the same time discussing a heritage site. This is done in order to address the site’s meaning in the past, but also its relevance to the present.  Food forms mental associations and connections with the past like no other medium. It is not only a way of revealing social conditions of the past, but can also be a device to connect with social conditions today. Because food is central to life like water and shelter, it can be related to almost every discipline, such as social histories, identity, 
                                                     9 Foodways; the eating habits and culinary practices of a people, region, or historical period. www.merriam-webster.com.  
   




economics, sustainability, and social justice. Ken Albala’s The Routledge International 
Handbook of Food Studies10 and Ciorra and Rosati’s Food Dal Cucchiaio Al Mondo are just two of many sources detailing the importance of the connections between food and the built environment including food scarcity, sustainability, global warming, water shortage, and food contamination scares. Food also relates to personal preferences, because we all have intimate experiences with it: directly, and in our memories.  Subsequently, food can become a unique vehicle of interpretation at historic sites. House museums in particular have a distinct advantage because they were domestic environments where food was a common thread in the household. People raised, cooked, and served food in these spaces. They also disposed of food. If they were stewards of the land, they would compost and start the cycle again. Food is a daily preoccupation. These sites are an opportunity to reflect on the past and present. They are also places that are directly linked to their communities.  The failure of museums to use food as a way of connecting to contemporary issues is a disservice to these institutions as a whole. Relevancy today is critical, and food allows house museums to participate in contemporary and relevant discussions. Food interpretation has the potential to reverse some of the trends we see in failing house museums. The public should be educated in the contemporary issues that pervade our society, many of which are centered around food. Ciorra and Rosati stress that museums are “ a virtuous platform for encounters between creative intelligence and society.”11  The preservation field has only recently begun to examine the value and impact of food interpretation at a site. Though academics and professionals have dealt with 
                                                     10 Ken Albala, Routledge International Handbook of Food Studies (New York: Routledge, 2013). 11 Pippo Ciorra and Alessio Rosati, Food Dal Cucchiaio Al Mondo (Macerata: Quodlibet, 2015), 21. 
   




interpretation and food as separate issues, and acknowledge the need for new interpretive strategies, there is a clear need to enhance this method of interpretation. Very few sources provide a comprehensive analysis of the concerns and solutions that arise when incorporating food at historic sites.  Michelle Moon is starting to define this subject. She is the only person who has connected interpretation and food in the field. A Nourishing Past: Adapting Interpretive 
Planning Models to Support a More Civically Engaged Food History in Historic House 
Museums, her capstone project for Harvard University, not only acknowledges the lack of food awareness in current interpretive planning, but also works to propose approaches to developing a food history interpretation at house museums that is “well founded and relevant to contemporary concerns”.12 Moon also explains the reasons for this major disconnect between interpretive practice and food. Even though there is an obvious increase in public interest regarding food, house museums do not interpret food well. They offer generic food demonstrations, or static displays. Beyond noting this lack of both specificity and dynamism, she states that food interpretations are usually inaccurate in three distinct ways. The first is the idealization of food at house museums. For example, sites often interpret the historic kitchen space as serene and idyllic, which belies the history of the space as a heavily used, busy environment. The second inaccuracy is that many sites exclude role-players who challenge uncomfortable historical narratives. Often slaves, servants, and women are underrepresented in interpretation. The third inaccuracy is that interpretations tend to ignore contemporary food-related issues, often focusing on the history of the site alone. 
                                                     12 Michelle Moon, “A Nourishing Past: Adapting Interpretive Planning Models to Support a More Civically Engaged Food History in Historic House Museums,” 5. 
   




Such interpretations overlook rich discussions linking the past with the present. Food is universal, and house museums should tap into that potential.13 Moon mentions that most of these faults can be corrected with increased research and by incorporating elements that can bridge the gap between past and present.14   In her recently published book, Interpreting Food at Museums and Historic Sites, Moon recounts the history of food interpretation from its beginnings during the early historic preservation movement in the 1850s, to the era of large-scale world’s fairs and expositions at the end of the nineteenth century. She goes on to explore the history of how food interpretation evolved in the twentieth century during the progressive reform movements, and later, with the role of food interpretation in the professionalization and expansion of museum interpretation as the living history museum movement emerges. In addition, Moon takes a critical look at the ways in which food programs can be created and improved with the incorporation of contemporary food concerns such as environmental, sustainability and food insecurity. She also stresses the importance of place in defining food narratives at a site.15  Moon’s research on the disconnect between food and interpretation at historic sites is integral to the argument of this thesis. Her conclusions are reasonable and supported by evidence, her history of food interpretation thorough, and her prescriptions for food programs a significant step forward for the field. However, Moon does not focus on the larger structural workings of historic sites as a whole, which are a vital foundation for any successful food program. 
                                                     13 Ibid. 14 Ibid. 15 Michelle Moon, Interpreting Food at Museums and Historic Sites (Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield 2016).  
   




 Currently, no food programs have been subject to a complete and thorough analysis. Analyzing the food program in relation to the overall management structure should reveal strengths and weaknesses. Food programs take an abundance of thought, time, and planning. Many sites have disjointed food programs; not because their content is weak, but because they have not taken a step back to look at the big picture and the overall site operations.  Vagnone and Ryan rate house museums through a variety of lenses in The Anarchist 







                                                     16 Franklin D. Vagnone and Deborah E. Ryan, Anarchist’s Guide to Historic House Museums: A Ground-Breaking 
Manifesto (New York: Routledge, 2016).   
   




Methodology  My main goal for this thesis was to explore how to make food programs better at historic sites. To achieve this goal, I thought it important to evaluate existing programs, and not only examine their strengths and weaknesses, but observe and understand their food programs’ evolution through time. Furthermore, understanding the food programs in the larger context of the organizations will show how complex these situations can be, and where further research and evaluation should happen. Again, this thesis serves as a baseline for an evaluative metric, but is not a metric in and of itself.  An evaluative metric can only be instituted after thorough, in depth evaluation of a site that goes beyond the scope of this thesis.  For the purposes of this thesis, I have developed a set of criteria that determine the success of a food program at any given site. I identified these criteria by researching relevant literature, visiting select sites, interviewing the directors of interpretation at those sites, and by incorporating personal observation and analysis. Tilden’s six principles, Moon’s focus on the institutional governance of sites, as well as Vagnone and Ryan’s five relationships were aspects I kept in mind during the development of this criteria.    I chose the sites featured in this thesis to ensure a diverse field of study. They are diverse in scale, location, time period, and resources. Old Sturbridge Village, located in Sturbridge, Massachusetts, is a large-scale living history site, where the staff don 19th century costumes and perform vivid re-enactments. It is the oldest of the sites and is one of the original living history museums, opening its doors in 1936. Billings Farm, in Woodstock, Vermont, is a small farm museum that opened in 1989. It bases its mission on educating visitors on Vermont’s rural culture and agricultural practices. Staff dress in 
   




contemporary fashion, and work in contemporary kitchen spaces. The Tenement Museum, established in 1988, is located in the Lower East Side of Manhattan, is a mid-sized museum providing many different tours that give visitors an education on immigrant communities and culture in New York City. They offer a number of food tours that take place not only in the new education space, but also on the streets of the Lower East Side. The Gropius House— the smallest site— is a house museum in Lincoln, Massachusetts, established in 2002, that is not set up for a food program, but has important infrastructure and history related to food, which gives the site the opportunity to evoke more feeling and memories in its interpretation.  While not all of the sites selected are officially defined as house museums, they all share similar characteristics that are relevant to this discussion. They can all be analyzed through the seven criteria I have developed. In addition, the criteria developed have been devised with variances in mind, and can be used for a broad spectrum of sites.  The four case studies included in this thesis will show that certain food interpretation practices are not appropriate at every site, and that context is a defining element to understanding a food program. However, it is important to note context is not necessarily a quantifier of what is and what is not successful. My goal is to articulate a range of possibilities that could be appropriate in one site or another. Some may not be appropriate for a particular site to utilize at all. None of the criteria I have developed can be applied to all of the sites in a one-size-fits-all fashion. Rather, certain criteria can be tailored to fit a site’s unique needs.  To evaluate the sites, I have compared and contrasted how each site meets the criteria through site observation, research, and interviews with food program directors. At 
   




each site, I participated in almost every food related tour or program they offered and explored the entire site to see areas of food programming potential. I utilized a SWOC (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Challenges) analysis to frame my observations.17  I have identified seven criteria to evaluate that are important to the success of a food program at any given site. “Success” for the purposes of this thesis is measured by two factors: how effectively the food interpretation program uses food and foodways to engage with a visitor on the subject of food, and how the program simultaneously addresses the site’s meaning in the past and its relevance to the present. This success cannot be fully measured through economic success and visitor surveys alone, but should also be measured through a careful look at how the program meets the following criteria.  It is very important to contextualize any critique of food programming, because historic sites are complex organizations. Each site has different strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and challenges that play a major role in the outcome of a food program. Furthermore, the sites are constantly evolving, making it a complicated process to analyze any one site.   
1. Continued Growth 
A constant reinterpretation of the individual food program as well as how it relates to the site’s mission is very important. Not only is the addition of new programs significant, but also a constant engagement in thinking about food and its relationship to the mission of the site is necessary. As this thesis will show, a site that does not reinterpret its food 
                                                     17 For the purposes of this thesis I changed threats to challenges.  
   




program constantly tends towards stagnation, and the site’s issues become out of touch with contemporary audiences. 
 
2. Mission and Management 
For a site to have a successful food program, it should be mindful of the food program in relationship to institutional priorities and governance of a site. It is important that the program enhances the museum’s main mission. By mission, I mean not only the physical definition of the mission of the site, but also the priorities of the institution. The mission and food interpretation are integrally related because the mission will define the direction that the food programming can take.  At the same time, the food programming informs what is possible with respect to the mission. The goal is to see a constant synergy between food programming and the mission. If the food program does not embody the mission of the entire site, then it loses its value and purpose. Similarly, if the food program lends extreme value to the site, but the mission does not embrace these values, it may be time for the site to re-evaluate the overall mission of the site as a whole. In addition, it is important to keep in mind that the mission does not directly embody the goals of the institution, but can rather be seen as an aid to the process of understanding the goals and governance of an institution in regard to its food programming or general operations.  
 
3. Audience Expectations 
A good program should set expectations for the visitor whether they be small details like tour length or larger details such as what an event entails. Tilden writes about how one 
   




of the greatest gifts of interpretation is the enthusiasm and joy it brings visitors. In addition, the “visitors chief interest is whatever touches his personality, his experiences, and his ideals.”18 Interpreters are the “middlemen of happiness.”19 If audience expectations are not met, that joy and enthusiasm can be lost, which is a detriment to the program.   
4. Cohesive Interpretive Practice 
 Every staff member at the site should understand what the management is trying to accomplish as a whole. This global understanding will keep the mission cohesive throughout the site. Even though food does not have to be a part of every aspect of a site, interpreters should be on the lookout for appropriate opportunities to integrate it into the guest experience. Everyone can contribute in their own way, as each staff member will have their own specific goals of what they want to achieve and engage in. However, all of these efforts, both food related and otherwise, should contribute to the cohesive whole. 
 
5. Inclusion of Contemporary Issues and Interpretive Practice  
Educating guests about contemporary issues through the food program is crucial. Food is a powerful symbol because food and foodways relate to current, expressive, active behaviors. Food is intertwined with political, ideological, and economic issues.20  Moon stresses the importance of incorporating contemporary issues of food such as food labor, sustainability, and food shortage into sites. She states: 
                                                     18 Freeman Tilden,  Interpreting Our Heritage (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press. 1957), 36.  19 Tilden, 37.   20 Katheryn C Twiss, “Archaeology of Food and Identity”. Introduction, “We Are What We Eat”, 2007.  
   




History museums are realizing that the surge in food conversation represents a fresh opportunity to engage audiences on a topic of vital relevance. Food interpretation has the potential to bring historical thinking into public dialogue.21    Museums should provoke visitors to engage with the contemporary issues they want to feature. They can use Tilden’s concept of provocation, which is “exposing the soul of things-those truths that lie behind what you are showing the visitor.”22 Even though a traditional approach, provocation is of extreme importance more than ever in our world today.   
6. Community Integration 
Classic and contemporary interpretation scholarship suggest that community involvement can benefit a historic site. The Kykuit Conference in 2007 discussed that a site gains more relevance to the community through engagement. 23 Sites can participate in local food markets, become involved in local food pantries, source from local farms, and advocate for food equality. They can participate in campaigns to work on the food desert crisis, or work to put an end to industrializing the food supply. A large number of historic house museums are located in communities that are growing increasingly diverse, with citizens of backgrounds that are dissimilar to those that the historic sites have chosen to portray. Food is an access point and solution to this issue because it is a local and global phenomenon. By using food and foodways as a means of connecting with the surrounding areas, the local community can become aware of their own food heritage and culture.   
                                                     21 Moon, Interpreting Food at Museums and Historic Sites, 1.   22 Tilden, 67.   23 Gerald George, “Historic House Museum Malaise: A Conference Considers What’s Wrong,” 2002,  www.aaslh.org.  
   




It is important to note that the relationships between organizations and their local community are highly complex. The social and cultural issues that outreach involves are numerous, and planning for these situations is beyond the scope of this project.  
 
7. Authenticity 
Authenticity can have many different definitions across different disciplines. For the purposes of this thesis, authenticity with respect to the truthfulness of the practice that is being demonstrated at the site itself is of utmost importance. Authenticity is a slippery feature of these sites, especially for sites that have been around for a long time. How do you represent food preparation, for example, at a site like Billings Farm where a 19th Century farmhouse is interpreted along with contemporary agricultural practices?  
 
Application of Criteria Each case study will include an introduction to the site, a background of that site, and a summary of its current food program. Next, the seven criteria will be used to analyze the site in the order in which they have been presented.  The analysis of the criteria will reveal important takeaways. For example, a mission statement that departs from simply telling the history of a site can open up room for broader, more contemporary and socially-relevant interpretation. Billings Farm is more successful in this sense than Old Sturbridge Village, which is still stuck in interpreting a story of American culture in 1830 that is less relevant and does not leave much room for discussion of contemporary concerns. Sites that do not have a food program such as the 
   




Gropius House can utilize these criteria to add more meaning to their interpretations. This could lead visitors who already know about Walter Gropius and his public role in modern architecture to have a more complex understanding of the family’s memory. These criteria will also demonstrate how a site can maintain relevance by including the local community. It is also important to keep in mind that these criteria will not only reveal the issues inherent to a food program, but are also transferrable to the site as a whole. If a food program has a problem, it may not be the fault of that program alone, but of the entire site. The following case studies are a testament to the fact that these criteria, when properly used, are vital to the success of a robust food program. I want to be clear that there are common barriers to success for food programs. These obstacles are largely due to not only a lack of funds and research, but also negligible commitment and vision by the staff, limited community integration, and disregarding how contemporary issues relate to the site. In addition, the failure of the site to set up audience expectations for the program can detract from a visitor’s experience. Through the identification of these weaknesses, this thesis aims to identify successful factors of food programs. Food interpretation, because it is relatable to everyone, gives sites the opportunity to increase social relations with their community by educating and aiding their local audiences.  
 
  
   




Billings Farm and Museum, Woodstock, Vermont 
 
Introduction   Billings Farm and Museum, located in Woodstock, Vermont, is an excellent example of a site where the mission of the museum as a whole—  “inspiring and engaging generations through shared stories of Vermont’s rural culture and our continued practice of responsible agriculture—”24 and the food program have a consistent synergy. Their goal of interpreting rural culture and fostering responsible agriculture rather than simply interpreting the historic 1890 farmhouse that is located on the site ensures this synergy. Billings Farm goes well beyond the interpretation of historical significance alone, encapsulating a larger educational agenda in their mission and allowing for a rich food program. In keeping with this idea, their educational goal provokes their audience to think about food justice and environmental and sustainable food practice. The staffs’ overall awareness of interrelations between kitchen and agriculture and the importance of this phenomenon to their interpretive methods is pivotal    
                                                     24 Jen Kopf, (Director of Education and Interpretation at Billings Farm and Museum), interview by Victoria Pardo, November 2018. 
Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 1 Map of Billings Farm 
and Museum. Photo: Billings Farm.  
Figure 1. Map of Billings Farm and useum. Photo: Billings 
Farm. 
   




to the museum’s success. This site epitomises how food programming creates opportunities for historic houses to expand their educational mission, rather than just telling a story of the past.   
Background Billings Farm was built in 1890 by Frederick Billings, a local man who had gone to San Francisco to make his fortune. Billings Farm is located about five miles from the Woodstock town center. The site is large in acreage, but the size of the actual museum is roughly two hundred thousand square feet.25  In 1869, upon his return to Woodstock, Frederick Billings purchased the estate of George Marsh, a wealthy conservationist and Congressman. In so doing Billings— also a conservationist—increased his efforts in environmental preservation in Vermont, meanwhile creating a progressive dairy farm with the help of his farm manager, George Aitkins, resident agriculturalist and forester. Billings hired Aitkins in 1884 and built a farmhouse for George and his family to reside in and manage the farm business. Frederick 
                                                     25 Robert Benz, (Former Curator of Billings Farm and Museum) interview by Victoria Pardo. March 2012.   
Figure 2. Billings Farmhouse. Constructed Circa 1890. 
Photo: Victoria Pardo. November 24, 2018. 
   




Stickney, an architect from Boston, designed the farmhouse in the Queen Ann Style. The house was completed in 1890.26  After Billings died in 1890, Aitkins continued to expand the farm, which eventually grew to over one thousand acres. Aitkins helped the farm reach its peak with a staff of fifty men as well as half a dozen oxen and horses. He was the first in the state to import cattle from New Jersey, improving the breeding stock and making them the finest in Vermont; they were prized nationally for the richness of their milk. Billings Farm is currently owned and operated by the Woodstock Foundation, Inc., a non-profit educational institution founded by Mary and Lawrence Rockefeller in 1968.  In 1983, Billings Farm was opened to educate the public about stewardship and conservation.27 The site was approved to be restored in 1986, and was completed and dedicated in 1989 as Billings Farm and Museum. This restoration brought the farm back to its original 1890s appearance.28   When the farmhouse opened in 1989, Sue Cain was Director of Interpretation. She had experience as a historic food expert for the PBS program, Frontier House, where she educated television contestants about historic food preparation methods such as butchering. While Cain was at Billings Farm, even though cooking demonstrations took place using historic recipes, there was no well-devised interpretive plan.29  With the downturn of the local economy in the late 90s, the farm could not afford to keep staff throughout the home, which resulted in the cessation of cooking in the 
                                                     26 Ibid.  27 Jane Curtis, Peter S. Jennison, and Frank Lieberman, Frederick Billings: Vermonter, Pioneer, Lawyer, Business 
Man, Conservationist: An III Biography (Woodstock, VT: Woodstock Foundation, 1986), 106-107.  28 Benz.  29 Kopf.  
   




farmhouse. Megan Campbell, The Coordinator of Education and Interpretation in the early 90s, was the main driver behind the current food program.  Before Campbell’s arrival, the museum was more or less just trying to get its footing. It was at this point that Ms. Campbell, as Jen Kopf, current Director of Education and Interpretation, put it, “brought the farmhouse back to life.”30  Campbell started by cooking familiar dishes in the farmhouse kitchen, just to get the smells going, allowing visitors to feel a sense of nostalgia. Campbell would cook items that people could relate to such as cookies, cakes, and pies. It is unusual for historic house museums to allow the actual practice of cooking due to fire and other hazards that can inflict harm on a site. Cooking took place in the early afternoon, so as to let enough time for the stove to cool down for the evening, to negate safety concerns and fire hazards.31 Campbell founded the Foodways Friday program in 2003, a cooking demonstration that utilized historically appropriate recipes. Visitors could follow the staff members to gather ingredients from the garden and to make various dishes. Another program, Time Travel Tuesdays, allowed guests, particularly children, to don old vests and aprons and to make a dish in the kitchen. The idea was to promote seasonal, mindful eating with historic recipes.32 During Campbell’s time at Billings Farm, the museum increased its food programming not only for economic reasons such as increased revenue, but also to educate visitors on contemporary issues regarding food. This is not a common practice. House 
                                                     30 Ibid. 31 Ibid.  32 Ibid.  
   




museums mainly educate the public on the site’s historic significance, and do not usually expand their mission to include contemporary concerns.33 Jen Kopf, an employee at Billings Farm since 1996, replaced Campbell as the full time Education and Interpretive Director in January of 2017. With Kopf’s leadership, the interpretation of the site has begun to focus on food more now than ever before. A whiteboard, with the mission of the museum written in large Sharpie letters, hangs in her office at all times. The staff get together on a regular basis to brainstorm ideas onto the board. On the opposite wall sits another board with brainstorming ideas for all of the different food programs. Because this site is a working farm, it not only has the opportunity to give cooking demonstrations, but also to integrate agricultural and food preparation practices.34   
Current Food Program The food program is part of the whole at Billings Farm. The general focus of the museum is the entire agricultural picture, from cultivation to preparation. Kopf’s contribution to the integration of these concepts has given the site the opportunity to combine agriculture, foodways, and food preparation. Almost all of the programs on the farm are related to food and span the entire process from raw material to finished food product, from the milking of the cow to the churning of butter, from heirloom seed to kitchen garden, to meals from heirloom plants.35 
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The Heirloom Garden is not the original site that the Aitkins family would have tended to, but is more of an educational tool than a historic interpretation. Vegetables grown in the garden include gill-feathered turnips, Brandywine tomatoes and Butterball potatoes. Even though the current garden is not original, it does relate to its historic precursor in the sense that the Aitkins would have grown the same vegetables. The seeds are heirlooms, which are typically at least fifty years old, and grown in a particular region, handed down through generations. In this case, they were not handed down by the Aitkins.36 Even though the seeds are not truly authentic to the site, some ways in which the museum works to maintain a bit of authenticity is to, for example, not grow garlic in the garden, because the Aitkins family would not have been growing garlic at that time.37 The mission of Billings Farm again allows them to get away with not having truly authentic heirloom seeds, for the purposes of educating the visitors.38  On holidays such as Thanksgiving and Christmas, entire feasts are baked in the kitchen on the cast iron stove. The food is then displayed on the dining room table, so that 
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Figure 3. Heirloom Garden, Billings Farm. Photo: 
billingsfarm.org.  
   








1. Continued Growth  Billings Farm is actively thinking about the next steps in their food  programs as they relate to their mission. The whiteboard with the food programming ideas demonstrates the staff’s excitement and motivation to make these ideas come to fruition.  
                                                     39 Ibid.  
Figure 4. Thanksgiving Cooking at Historic Farmhouse on 
Cast Iron Stove. Photo: The Mountain Times.  
Figure 5. Food Program Ideas, Billings 
Farm Staff. Photo: Victoria Pardo. 
November 24, 2018.   
   




 A state-of-the-art chef’s kitchen located in the visitor’s center was completed in August 2018. It was constructed not only for educational purposes related to the site’s mission in the sense that it would allow visitors of all ages the chance to have a hands-on experience in the preparation and instruction of food, but also to have a modern kitchen that meets regulation code for their future plan to have chefs prepare meals for various dining events at the site. The historic farmhouse kitchen cannot be utilized in this manner. Preparing food off-site is a common feature of many historic house museums for fear of damaging the historic structure or for health reasons. Many of these spaces are not related to the site’s overall mission, but work simply as a means of preparing food. Billings Farm took the extra step in making the kitchen a part of the overall educational goal.40 Part of the educational aspect of the mission is de-mystifying certain cooking practices, and encouraging visitors to have the confidence to accomplish historic methods of food preparation at home. Because the new space is contemporary, the visitors will 
                                                     40 Ibid. 
Figure 6. Commercial Kitchen, Billings Farm and Museum. Photo: Victoria Pardo. November 24, 
2018. 
   




understand how to take what they have learned and apply it to their own kitchens. If visitors were to participate in a canning program in the historic farmhouse kitchen, using historic implements, guests might not be able to apply those skills as readily in their home settings. “You Can Can” is the title of the new program Kopf hopes to implement in the coming year.41 Other planned programs such as dinner and a movie will utilize their existing built-in theatre in the visitor center along with the new commercial kitchen to educate visitors on foodways issues that our country is currently facing, ranging from food insecurity to disaster preparedness.42  In addition to the new commercial kitchen, the site is rehabilitating a large barn that is currently used for various apple displays and quilt shows. It was previously a one-season space, which made it unusable during certain times of the year. Jen and the other staff members were excited to focus their energies on making the barn a new multi-use space for public and educational programs in the winter months. It will also be used as an event space for dinners, wine and beer tastings, and wedding ceremonies.43   It is acceptable and even pertinent that newly constructed spaces meant for the achievement of educational goals also have a business plan to make revenue for the site.44 The educational purposes of the barn and the new kitchen may be overshadowed by entertainment purposes, but this is rationalized in the sense that the revenue earned will make it possible to achieve the educational goals they have planned for the spaces. Struggling house museums that want to create a new education structure, for example, may not be able to realistically afford such a space on the pure basis of education.  
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 In addition to new structural spaces, Billings Farm is making advances in their gardens. They created three new gardens last year. Included are a pollinator garden to raise awareness of the bee crisis, and a pizza garden, where staff can grow contemporary varieties of herbs and vegetables to make pizza for a new program. The pizza garden diverges from the historic interpretation of the site, but works to attract visitors to learn about making contemporary foods such as pizza and pastas with sustainable gardening practices. In addition, the new victory garden will educate visitors on the importance of a garden during World War II when rationing was important.45  The staff is also currently planning programs that relate to the historic interpretation of the farmhouse. Hearthside dinner and breakfast programs will take place in the farmhouse. Visitors will pay a fee to cook in the farmhouse kitchen on the cast iron stove, and eat in the dining room. The staff has attempted several trial runs where they discuss important interpretive issues such as whether the staff will be in third person or not. (In this field, first person refers to being yourself, while third person refers to portraying a historical character. Interpretation decisions like these are extremely important to a museum’s mission.)46 
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Kopf stated that they decided the staff will be in first person, due to the fact that the dinner is meant to provoke contemporary discussions of food ways. Staff will be present while visitors cook the meal, and because staff are portraying themselves, they have the ability to bring up contemporary discussions.47  Not only is the staff actively thinking about new programs, but they are also constantly working to reinterpret and enhance their mission through continued discussion of what they want to accomplish. This is a clear indicator that the food program is not stagnant here, but is continually evolving.48  
 
2. Mission and Management  Billings Farm’s major strength is their ability to understand their mission fully and how each component of the site enhances that mission. The mission statement is well known by the entire staff.49 One of the major strengths of this program is the staffs’ overall awareness of interrelations between kitchen and agriculture and the importance of this phenomenon to their interpretive methods. The staff’s reasoning behind beginning the 
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Figure 7. Hearthside Dinner Test Run. Photo Courtesy 
of Jen Kopf. 
   




programs was not for economic gain, but was education based, which can but does not have to link with the interpretative history of the site. The passion to educate visitors to connect with the farmhouse is contagious. Kopf stated:  The curator is the preserver, and the educator is the sharer. I think we have really embraced the education piece of it. Please take what we’ve shared with you and adapt it to what works for you and use it. It’s not secretive. I think it’s really important, and that’s the model we’re trying to portray.50   It is important to note that Billings Farm’s mission should not necessarily be called into question merely because they have implemented new programs and infrastructure like the commercial kitchen and barn. The site’s mission is education, therefore the commercial kitchen and barn can move beyond historical interpretation because the mission allows for this. However, certain compromises have to be made. For half the year, the barn will enhance the site’s mission as a public education program space. The other six months will be spent working to create additional income for the site. The Woodstock Foundation also owns the Woodstock Inn, a popular luxury hotel located in the center of Woodstock. The foundation will use these spaces for weddings, conferences, and chef dinners. This will generate income for the site, which is a good thing, according to Kopf.51 
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 There have been steps taken to ensure that during these events, the credibility of the site will not be undermined. The event space in the barn will be its own entity. Therefore, guests will not be allowed to wander to other areas of the site and take pictures next to the animals or inside the farmhouse, for example. In Edith Wharton’s Home in Lenox, Massachusetts, brides getting married on site are allowed to get dressed in Edith’s room. This is a practice that can have negative impacts on the meaning and value of the site as a whole, and it is good that the Woodstock Foundation sets a different standard.52  
 
3. Audience Expectations   One of Kopf’s biggest priorities in the programming at Billings Farm is making sure that audience expectations are met. Many sites do not set audience expectations, leaving the visitor annoyed, confused, or complacent. One of Kopf’s favorite quotes is: “Tell what you’re gonna tell ‘em, tell ‘em, and then tell ‘em what you told ‘em.”53 This way of thinking will enrich the programs at Billings Farm. For the hearthside dinner, Kopf states that the explanation of the program will be very specific, from how long it will run, to what will be served, as well as what to expect the conversation and workload to be.   
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Figure 8. The Woodstock Inn, Woodstock, VT. Photo: 
woodstockinn.com. 
   




 Billings Farm has not initiated visitor surveys for their food programs. Kopf hopes to include visitor satisfaction surveys when the programs come to fruition. Billings Farm does take part in site-wide surveys such as the Visitors Count Survey which evaluates the museum based on visitor experiences at other, similar museums.54  
4. Cohesive Interpretive Practice   It is easier for a smaller site such as Billings Farm to have a more cohesive interpretation practice than a much larger site like Old Sturbridge Village. A cohesive site interpretation can include staff training as well as ensuring the visitor has a spatial understanding of how the site operates as a whole—both of which Billings Farm undertakes.  Billings Farm institutes employee training to make sure all employees are aware of what the site is trying to accomplish. The staff are given a site-wide training, and then can choose what aspect of the site interests them most, to further their knowledge. The staff must study the general manual in order to be able to work all of the components of the site. Furthermore, each specific component of the site has its own training agenda with additional manuals specific to that space. This is an effective, methodical way to ensure the staff are thoroughly trained. 55    One of the essential goals of food interpretation is that the visitor can connect the individual spaces of a site to form a complete understanding of the spatial workings and processes of a site as a whole. The spatial continuity of the site is clearly defined at Billings Farm. The visitor is aware of the spatial layout and how each individual building relates to 
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the entire picture. A small-scale example would be how the farmhouse is presented to the visitor. Usually, on a given day, there is one person in each room of the building. The staff explains the flow of the home, describing how the food was moved between the kitchen and other parts of the house, such as the storage cellar in the basement.56  The spaces that are interpreted are physically tangible, which is an aid to the program. The visitor can learn about the storage of vegetables in the winter in the storage cellar, and then make their way to the basement to physically encounter the space. The large storage pantry that is located directly between the kitchen and the dining room that also functioned as a summer kitchen is another example. As Kopf notes, At that time, it was a necessity because that wood stove was going all day to keep water hot in the house, so to be in that pantry on a sweltering August day would be a dream because you wouldn’t have to work next to the hot stove.57   The new food programs such as Breakfast on the Farm will enhance interpretive continuity. By milking the cow, gathering the eggs, making the butter, and using bacon fresh from butchering, the visitor can connect all of these spaces and have a complete picture. This strengthens the mission of focusing on the entire agricultural story of the site.58 
 
5. Contemporary Interpretation Approach Billings Farm has an easier job of discussing contemporary issues and having contemporary interpretive practices than other sites because their mission does not limit 
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6. Community Integration  Billings Farm wants to show the local community that they can be an asset, and a place for people to have to come to learn something. The site has historically had a stressed relationship with the local town of Woodstock due to the  Rockefeller name, which comes with mixed associations. Billings Farm does not want to be disassociated from the Rockefellers, but wants to show that they can help the community. They already have a strong relationship with the local elementary school. They hope to get further involved through the work they are doing on increased awareness of contemporary food and agricultural issues.61   Currently they sell their cheese to the Woodstock Farmer’s Market. They do not participate for monetary gain, but rather to gain recognition. They donate eggs to the food shelf and partner with local restaurants in selling their cheese, as well as with the state-wide Vermont Cheese Trail. They engage in large community events such as Woodstock’s annual Christmas celebration, Wassail Weekend. These are all steps in increasing their mission to be a place for the community to come and learn and share. Kopf said, “History is cool, some people love it, some people hate it, but we want people to need to come here to 
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Figure 9. Woodstock Farmer's Market. Photo: 
woodstockvt.com. 
   




learn something.”62 Given that education is a significant part of their mission, alerting the local community that they should come to Billings Farm to learn something will be integral in making themselves more relevant to the community.63 
 
7. Authenticity  The mission of Billings Farm allows the staff to be less strict in the authentic historic interpretation of the site, creating a richer discourse in contemporary issues. They have a historic 1890 farmhouse, but utilize contemporary farming technology in the barns, allowing them to provide a rich education in both the history of the site as well as the practical concerns the farm is dealing with today.  Jen Kopf says they “work to be as historically authentic as they can, but going as far as they need to be”.64 They have reports of what the Billings and Aitkins families would have purchased at the local general store in the village, and utilize the Billings Family Cookbook. When they are lacking in actual recipes from the family, they venture out to the Fannie Farmer and Original Boston Cookbooks. They do not have the actual furniture that the Aitkins would have had in their home. The cast iron stove was made in 1910, and not 1890. They have a pizza garden and a new commercial kitchen that would never have been historically part of the site, as well as the Visitor Center itself, complete with a movie theatre.65  
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 Even though a perfect historic interpretation of the grounds is not essential for the mission of the museum, the fact that the site boasts the original infrastructure is a great benefit, which speaks for itself in educating the visitor about historical significance and history. The experience of being in the same farmhouse kitchen that Mrs. Aitkins would have cooked in, while making a historic recipe from the 1890s is undoubtedly extremely powerful. The use of the stove is not only a great entertainment piece, but is also educational. It offers a connection, that, for example, cooking in the new chef’s kitchen cannot, which is the connection to place.66 All of the other preserved elements of the farm lead to a complete picture of foodways in 1890. The ice houses, barns, root cellar, basement creamery, and storage sheds are all intact. This allows one to see the full picture of the production process.67  
 
Conclusion  Because the staff of Billings Farm do not confine themselves to the mission of interpreting the history of their site, they have an opportunity to expand upon food interpretation and contemporary issues, in addition to any historical interpretation they enact. Billings Farm wants to show that they can be a place for locals to learn something, 
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Figure 10. Basement Creamery at Billings Farm. 
Photo: Victoria Pardo. 2010.  
   










   




Tenement Museum, New York, NY  
Introduction  Like Billings Farm, the Tenement Museum is an example of a food program that is successful because it is central to the museum’s mission which, …tells uniquely American stories of immigrants, migrants and refugees and the ongoing creation of our nation and our vision as a society that embraces and values the fundamental role of immigration and the evolving American identity.68    There is a synergy between the food program and this mission statement because cultures are revealed by food. However, the museum could deepen this link further through increased connections with the immigrants in their area, as well as making sure audience expectations are set up so that visitors are aware of what to expect on the museum’s unique tours.   
Background  The Tenement Museum is located at 97 Orchard Street in the Lower East Side in Manhattan. It is a five story walk-up building that was built in 1863.  The museum was 
                                                     68 “About Us.” Tenement Museum, www.tenement.org. 
Figure 11. Tenement Museum. Photo: 
perkinseastman.com. 
   




founded in 1988 by Ruth Abram and Anita Jacobsen, both active social reformers. For a small museum it is extremely successful, drawing over 270,000 visitors per year.69 The museum’s inception coincided with the discovery of a dilapidated tenement  which had been vacant for over fifty years. They not only found personal belongings of the previous tenants dated from the 1860s through the 1930s, but also made these artifacts come to life to tell a story of national identity through the individual stories of the families that lived there.70 In an interview, Ruth Abram said:  I really wanted to bring Americans home to meet our forbearers before they were acceptable, before they knew the customs of the country, before they had any money, before they knew the language. And to help them see that the immigrants on the streets of New York and other parts of our country today are in the very same shoes-that was the idea of the Tenement Museum. And it was to promote tolerance through the telling of history.71  The Tenement museum wants to celebrate the diverse backgrounds of these people, which is a radical idea today when most house museums still tell the stories of a homogenous group of famous political figures. This is significant in an era where many house museums and historic sites in the United States are promoting the importance of our national identity and the common ancestry of the New England Colonists.  This focus on diversity makes the museum more approachable to recent immigrants who may not relate to the mission of an institution that heralds elite historical figures. By encouraging immigrants to attend, the museum contributes to the culture that surrounds it.    
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The style of the museums’ tours are not traditional. Multiple guided tours that feature different areas of the old tenement are offered on a daily basis, lending a glimpse into the lives of the different people that lived there. The guides engage the audience, asking many questions to spark conversations.  Ruth Abram understood that food was a part of the immigrant story, and that it offered a more personal look into the lives of the immigrants of the tenement, which humanized the site and evoked visitors’ own food memories. During the early 2000s, a demonstration kitchen was constructed in a space dedicated to education. The whole museum was developed in phases, as the museum accrued more space.72   It was not until 2011 to 2012 that their food programming came to fruition. Sarah Lohman, Annie Polland, and Adam Steinberg played a major role in the inception of the program. Three food programs were created while this group staffed the Tenement Museum, and two out of the three programs involve food consumption.73    
                                                     72 David Favaloro, (Director, Curatorial Affairs at Tenement Museum) interview by Victoria Pardo, November 9th, 2018. 73 Ibid. 
   




Sarah Lohman is an educator who has a long history of professional practice and pursuit of food history beyond her relationship with the Tenement Museum. She began by cooking the historic dishes that the tenants in the building would have eaten to understand the tastes and to experience where one would have needed to buy the ingredients, and what a day in the life of an immigrant would have been. This is not standard practice for food programmers, and is a unique asset that Sarah brought to the museum. In addition, the museum hired professional faux food master, Sandy Levins, who used molds from the dishes that Sarah prepared to create faux food for the exhibits.74   
 
Current Food Program The mission allows for a broad understanding of culture, and is not tied up in the formal histories of historic interpretation of the site, allowing the food tours to give a vibrant experience that connects the historical culinary traditions of the people of 97 Orchard Street with recent immigrant communities and their contemporary businesses throughout the neighborhood.  
                                                     74 Ibid.  
Figure 12. Sarah Lohman. Photo: The New York 
Times. 
   




Foods of the Lower East Side, and Tastings at the Tenement both involve the actual consumption of food. The former is a walking and tasting tour that “explores the culinary traditions of communities that called the Lower East Side their home.”75 The staff guide the visitors through the Lower East Side, stopping at different restaurants to have tastings as they walk. The restaurants visited represent a mix of cultures and offer glimpses into different time periods of the development of the area through 
food. Some stores like Di Palo Fine Foods have been open for four generations, while others like Vanessa’s Dumplings arrived in the community in 1999.  Tastings at the Tenement is a similar concept, but consists of a sit down meal in the site’s education/kitchen space where the same food as the walking tour is sampled, but in an accessible setting. This program also visits the reconstructed German saloon at 97 
                                                     75 “Foods of the Lower East Side,” Tenement Museum, tenement.org.  
Figure 14. "Foods of the Lower East Side" Walking 
Tour. Photo: The Tenement Museum. 
Figure 13. "Tastings at the Tenement." Photo: 
Victoria Pardo. Date not disclosed for employee 
protection.  
   




Orchard Street to give visitors an understanding of the spatial surroundings of German saloon life during the mid 19th century in New York City.   Two other tours do not offer food consumption but give an understanding of how the spaces related to food on the site work spatially, and how they integrate with the rest of the tenement. Shop Life takes place in the same saloon that is visited on the Tastings at the Tenement tour, and partly explores the life of John and Caroline Schneider, immigrants from the area now known as Germany who lived in the tenement apartment behind the saloon. The tour focuses on their identity in the neighborhood of Little Germany in which they resided. It also brings about questions of their food as a unique representation of their homeland of Bavaria.76 Tenement Kitchens: Adaptation in America, explores the kitchens of the Greek Confino and Lithuanian Rogarshevsky families who were neighbors in 1916. It reveals the spatial components and workings of the kitchens at that time, as well as shows the diverse cuisines then available on the Lower East Side.77   
Analysis  
1. Continued Growth  An important aspect of a successful food program is constantly working to reframe tour content and execution. Ellysheva Zeira, Education Associate for Access and Food Programming, is currently working to do just that. The current tours are a little less formal than the museum would hope, and they are not interpreting the information consistently from tour to tour. This insight and any work done to act upon it may increase the site’s 
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cohesion in the sense that the guides will all have a clearer vision of the museum’s goals.78 They have not instituted new physical food programs, since the ones that they currently have are reaching their goals.  The tours at the Tenement Museum are unique because they are structured in a way that encourages dialogue, giving the visitors the opportunity to reflect not only on their own background, but also to reflect on the backgrounds of the other visitors on the tour, as well as the historical figures that resided at 97 Orchard. Many historic sites and house museums just recite the facts of the past. Guides at the Tenement Museum pose questions to the audience in order to spark conversations relating to immigration stories between the visitors.    
2.Mission and Management  The Tenement Museum’s current mission is clear. It centers itself in understanding cultural and ethnic diversity, and how our society can embrace the constant evolution of American identity. Food expresses cultural differences in a tangible, sensorial way, which enhances what the museum is trying to express.  The entire staff sees food as not only an integral component to immigration and identity, but also a gateway to these issues that helps people to open up, connect, and learn about one another. Even Dave Favaloro, the head of Curatorial—a position that at many historic sites and house museums often overlooks the importance of food and education for the benefit of the historic structure and protection of “things”—sees food programs as integral to the mission of the museum:  
                                                     78 Ellysheva Zeira, (Education Specialist for Access and Food Programs) interview by Victoria Pardo, February 8th, 2019. 
   




It’s sort of hard to get away from food in a museum about ethnicity, immigration, culture and all of these interrelated things… Food programs are a way for our visitors to connect to some of the stories we are telling that get at the heart of immigrant and migrant identity. What does it mean to be an American in the context of the experiences of immigrants and migrants today? There’s no such thing as American food right? It all comes from the intersection and interaction of all kinds of food cultures and food ways that different people have brought to New York. Food is an excellent lens to get at this broader theme of our mission. We also are always interested interpretively in how visitors engage with the content, so tasting elements offer a multisensory experience. It is completely different in how you understand something if someone is just telling you the story about the food, versus tasting the components of what that person was talking about.79  The staff’s enthusiasm and understanding of how food relates to the site’s mission allowed the museum as a whole to overcome certain weaknesses of their site such as lack of space and city building regulation constraints. This can be attributed to an effective organizational structure that features a president, four chief program officers, and eight different department heads, which allows for every area to be covered and managed correctly. The food program even has its own director. Most importantly, the staff heads have agreed on the major issues that a food program entails. This is an obstacle that many historic sites cannot get through.80 The curatorial and education departments compromised on the location of the food tasting programs, creating a multi-purpose education room. This allows the visitor to see the museum, but to eat and drink in an area that will not compromise the historic structure. This is very important, due to the fact that the tours already allow people to move about freely in the fragile spaces. Sarah Lohman stated that   balance is one of the most important parts of this job. Once something is gone, its gone. But on the other hand I really think that museums are meant 
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to communicate with as many people as possible. In a space that is seeing hundreds of thousands of visitors per year, the upkeep of these spaces is constant.81     The amount of staff the museum has on hand to run the tours is an asset. A lot of historic sites are staffed by docents or small numbers of staff who are often unpaid. All of the guides at the Tenement Museum are paid. This is an area of concern for many struggling house museums. In the short term, hiring paid, trained tour guides is a large upfront cost. But as the Tenement Museum’s success has showed, people are more likely to come back when offered engaging experiences, thus generating more capital over the long term.82  The Tenement Museum has a large number of advantages due to their location, including the availability and abundance of extremely qualified staff that are eager to share their knowledge. In today’s world, one can review online almost any aspect of a historic site, and not even have to visit the site itself. The Tenement Museum offers an engaging experience, one that a person cannot get through an internet search alone. In going on a tour, one is not only going on a journey and learning about the families that lived there, but is also connecting with the guide and the other visitors. The tours are not geared to simply tell the audience factual information. The tours are structured in a way that involves a plethora of audience participation, creating an open dialogue between the visitors and the guide. This is why the Tenement museum is so successful when most museums are shutting down.83  
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3. Audience Expectations The museum is having a difficult time setting up audience expectations due to their unique interpretation style, which is based on asking the audience questions and encouraging conversation rather than giving a long speech, which is common in house museums. Many visitors may not have encountered an interactive tour style like that of the Tenement Museum, which is outside of the norm. This can pose a threat to the overall enjoyment and satisfaction a visitor gets from the tour. The museum should be more proactive in their ticket office and on their website about the style of tour that they give, and describe explicitly that the audience should come prepared to ask questions and have a conversation rather than listen quietly to a guide, if that is what the museum is after.  For example, on a visit of the Irish Outsiders tour that I had the opportunity to take, two gentlemen got in an argument because one man wanted to hear the story that the guide was giving, while the other kept asking questions to create more conversation among the group. There was confusion as what to expect from the tour. This resulted in not only making the tour uncomfortable for everyone else, but resulted in the audience not comprehending the history of the space in its entirety. This reduced the chance of  people having the opportunity to learn from one another. In this sense, the museum failed to meet audience expectations.84  
 Another example of this problem was during the “Tastings at the Tenement” tour that I attended. The audience should be told at the outset to be prepared to ask questions and engage in conversation. The audience was not given any information beforehand, so they did not know the right questions to ask to get the information they would have 
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wanted. The result was awkward pauses when the tour guide repeatedly asked questions. 85    
4. Cohesive Interpretive Practice No tour at the Tenement Museum is the same due to the style of interpretation. It is essential that the museum constantly observe the tours to make sure the guides are supplying the information that was meant to be given based on the original design. It is a good sign that Ellysheva Zeira is working to make the tours as cohesive as possible so that the information given in one tour is not entirely different from the next.86 
 
5.Contemporary Interpretation Approach  
 The Tenement Museum uses interpretation strategies that few museums are using currently or successfully. These strategies engage the visitors by asking them questions about themselves and their thoughts, which most house museums and historic sites do not do. This approach, while an engaging and exciting experience, can unsettle the visitor if they are not prepared. The Tenement Museum takes this approach a bit too far, in that the visitor may not learn enough about the history, leading to a less successful experience. 
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Figure 15. "Tastings at the Tenement." Photo: 
Victoria Pardo. Date not disclosed for employee 
protection.  
   




When questioned about this phenomenon, the staff at the Tenement Museum did not see this as an issue, insisting  on the importance of audience participation.  On the Tastings at the Tenement Tour I attended, the guide was not comfortable with the contemporary approach, and the experience lost a lot of value. This resulted in the mission not being met as effectively as the museum would in all likelihood hope for. The group did not have interesting and invigorating conversations as was described online and in Adam Steinburg’s description of the event.87 The guide asked a lot of open-ended questions, and did not get many responses. Certain questions such as, “Is there any food that you see as an immigrant dish that could be now considered American?” were left unanswered by the group. The guide would wait a good amount of time after posing the question, making the dead silence in the room noticeable and awkward, which in turn made the tasting experience that much more uncomfortable, taking away from the learning experience.88  Despite the lack of a rich conversation, the group that night did learn about the history of the German American Schneider family at 97 Orchard as well as some light background about the restaurants that served the dishes that were sampled. Bavarian Pretzels from Café 
                                                     87 Adam Steinberg, “What We Talk About When We Talk About Food: Using Food to Teach History at the Tenement Museum,” The Public Historian. Vol 34, No. 2. Spring 2012. Pp. 79-89.  88 “Tastings at the Tenement”.  
Figure 16. "Tastings at the Tenement." Photo: 
Victoria Pardo.  
   




Katja, Pickles from the Pickle Guys, and Cuban sandwiches from El Castillo De Jagua represented the diverse array of cuisines that one can find within ten to twelve blocks of the museum.  By default, the mission of the Tenement Museum to teach about immigrant communities and to embrace the ever-evolving national identity lends itself to contemporary issues. Therefore, when at a food program, the conversation is mostly geared toward contemporary immigration issues and how they relate to what the families at 97 Orchard experienced.  Dave Favaloro made the case that museums are sites for social action. They have the opportunity to push their views on political ideals if they choose. This occurs, for example, at the Eastern State Penitentiary in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Their agenda is to promote criminal justice reform. There are consequences to this, where certain visitors might feel uncomfortable if they do not hold the same views as the museum. It can also strengthen and expand the mission to have the opportunity to work for certain types of social reform in the community, such as aiding in increasing the amount of available fresh produce in the Lower East Side for new immigrant communities. The Tenement Museum is still thinking about what social action means for them. Can you educate an audience about contemporary social issues without having or expressing a political agenda?89  
 
6. Community Integration  
 The Tenement Museum practices effective community integration in several ways. One such engagement is that they have an immigration lawyer come to the museum every 
                                                     89 Favaloro.  
   










                                                     90 Ibid.   91 “Museum’s Role in Community,” https://eportfolios.macaulay.cuny.edu. 92 Ibid. 
   




7. Authenticity  Because the tours are a result of extensive research, they give a good impression of the past. All of the exhibits take five to seven years from concept to completion, which shows the time and effort that is put into these programs. All of the exhibits at the Tenement Museum are a reconstruction, including the Schneider Saloon. Dave Favaloro 
stated:  The process depends on the tour, but almost all of the tours make use of hired scholarly engagement, for the scholars to suggest research ideas, review drafts of tour scripts, content, and to offer comments of their expertise.93     The management’s enthusiasm and understanding of food’s synergy to the mission has allowed them to overcome various obstacles like the limited space that they have to work with. Tastings at the Tenement is located in a space that has the appearance and feel 
                                                     93 Favaloro.  
Figure 17. Schneider's Saloon. Photo: tenement.org. 
   




of a stale catering hall. A large pull down screen works as a way to show video content throughout the tour. The tables are covered in vinyl tablecloths.  This is due to the need for a multi-purpose space that can serve a variety of needs in such a small area, as well as the strict building regulations in New York City, which require a separate space for cooking and eating.  The location of Tastings at the Tenement in the education space is technically appropriate for the mission of the museum. The Schneider Saloon is visited on the tour, but the visitor is completely disconnected from the space while eating, which tears the connection to the past. This is acceptable, as the purpose of the tour is not to understand what it would be like to eat in a German saloon in New York City in the 19th century, but to understand the evolving immigrant identity through food.  The Tastings at the Tenement program moves through time, and in doing so, a simple space will not feel anachronistic. The space has to function both as a classroom and a place for evening events such as the food programs. These are the limitations of a museum in Manhattan that they have done their best to surmount. It is important to 
Figure 18. Tenement Museum Education Room. 
Photo: Victoria Pardo. November 9, 2018. 
Figure 19. "Tastings at the Tenement." Photo: 
Trip Advisor. 
   




remember that the staff’s enthusiasm and understanding of food as an important part of the mission has been a catalyst in coming up with solutions to these issues.94   Faux food, when designed with care, can make a point to assist with the interpretation and make a very effective discussion piece. 95  Favaloro thinks of faux food as equally important as any other object or artifact in telling the story of the people that lived there.96 Faux food has always been a debate in the museum field. Some consider it to be tacky, while others feel that it brings a space to life that would otherwise be bare. The faux food at the Tenement Museum by Sandy Levins is done well with excellent attention to detail. Sandy Levins is a professional faux food artist who has made food for a variety of sites including smaller, lesser-known sites such as the Fitch Law Office in Norwalk, Connecticut to larger, well-known sites like the Strawbery Banke Museum in Portsmouth, New Hampshire and Mount Vernon in Virginia.97 Levins and others including Dave Favaloro make the important point that when faux food is done well, it is a very effective discussion piece.  
 
 
                                                     94 “Tastings at the Tenement.”  95 Sandy Levins. (Faux Food Artist) interview by Victoria Pardo, September 17th, 2018.  96 Favaloro.  97 Levins. 
Figure 20. Faux Food by Sandy Levins. Photo: 
tenement.org. 
   




Conclusion  This food program works well as a whole due to the synergy between the program and the main mission of the museum, which both tell the story of immigrants, and embrace the role of our constantly changing identity as a nation.  As the Tenement Museum proves, food is an effective tool to tangibly show a culture’s assimilation path through history. The museum’s mission is embraced by the management, enabling them to solve problems that most museums cannot seem to overcome, like space and resources. They have highlighted these issues in the mission of the program. The popularity of the museum’s programs is also a testament to the fact that having live tour guides to create an experience for the visitor is a successful way to keep them coming back.  Unfortunately, the museum is having a difficult time engaging visitors with its interactive tour style. In addition, the museum needs to make sure a guide is comfortable with this contemporary interpretation approach. Otherwise, the experience can lose its value and fail to meet the mission. Finally, the food program has not been changed or added to since around 2010. This may be a sign that the food programs need to be reevaluated in the near future.            
   




Old Sturbridge Village, Sturbridge, Massachusetts 
Introduction  Old Sturbridge Village (OSV) is an example of a site in transition. Its mission is a constant evolution, a problem that most sites that were founded in the mid 20th century have. Currently, the mission is vague and does not successfully represent the museum’s want or need to transition to a new orientation in its educational goals. Even though the site’s mission still intends to communicate ideas about American pride and character, the administration has slowly come to understand that the value of the site lies in exploring contemporary issues such as gender, race, environment, economy, and social equity. During this time of rediscovering their mission, OSV has realized that the site is suffering from the length of time it has taken to fully embrace this new role. It has also given the management and staff new challenges in transforming their interpretive methods. OSV is a historically prominent institution that is still struggling despite several good initiatives with respect to food interpretation.  
 
Background Old Sturbridge Village is a living history museum located in Sturbridge,  Massachusetts, a town which lies in the south central area of the state. It is a non-profit 
Figure 21. Old Sturbridge Village Green. Photo: 
Victoria Pardo. January 6, 2019.  
   




 organization that depends heavily on donors, rather than on admissions. As a living history museum, it recreates historical settings to simulate life in 1830s New England, providing visitors with an experiential interpretation of history.  Albert B. Wells of Southbridge, Massachusetts, the adjacent town, founded the site in the mid 1930s. Wells was consumed with an interest in collecting what he described as “primitives” and “oddities”-handcrafted tools from earlier eras. That passion grew to collecting buildings, and in the late 1930s he and his brothers purchased the Quinebaug Farm, which became present day Sturbridge Village.98  Initially, the museum functioned as a display and explanation of historic objects and people would walk around viewing the displays. Wells noted, “…to make this material valuable, it would be necessary to have a village, a live village, one with different shops operating with employees…who would know how to use the old tools, the old methods, etc., etc.”99 The museum officially opened in the summer of 1946. Active demonstrations, including food ways, began in 1948. However, little to no research was completed for the food demonstrations.100 
                                                     98 “About-Mission and Narrative.” Old Sturbridge Village, www.osv.org. 99 Tom Kelleher, “OSV’s Mission through the years,” Compiled December 2006.  100 “About-Mission and Narrative.” Old Sturbridge Village. 
Figure 22. OSV ca. late 1950s. Photo: OSV. 
   




Even though it is approximately an hour drive from Boston, Massachusetts, and relatively accessible, the town has the feel of being in the middle of nowhere with its run-down highway ramps, roads, and infrastructure. The museum itself is located off of Highway 20, which is characterized by gas stations, hotels, and fast-food joints. The entrance to the site is almost unrecognizable from the road. The entrance appears to be worn down and possesses little curb appeal. The cracked tar roads that lead to the parking lot present that same forgotten feeling.  For being the largest living history site in the northeast, covering more than two hundred acres, the number of visitors the site sees on a daily basis has declined significantly in the last decade.101 Rhys Simmons, Director of Interpretation, stated that the visitors consist of history buffs of older generations that come mostly from out of state. It was not always this way.102 The height of living history museums occurred in the 1970s and 1980s. OSV’s museum visitation peaked in 1976 at half a million visitors that year. This peak coincided with America’s Bicentennial, a celebration of the country’s origins that paid special attention to the historical events leading up to the United States being an independent 
                                                     101 “About-Our Museum”, Old Sturbridge Village, www.osv.org.  102 Rhys Simmons, (Director of Interpretation at Old Sturbridge Village) interview by Victoria Pardo,. January 6th, 2019.  
Figure 23. OSV entrance. View looking South on 
Rte. 20. Photo: Victoria Pardo. January 6, 2019. 
   




republic. This brought about a renewed sense of pride in the country. New television shows, book publications, and school programs were dedicated to this. During this time, visitors from all over the country flocked to Sturbridge Village to get a glimpse of the past.103  In the early 1990s, the interest in living history museums began to decline and the food demonstrations waned. A technical “food program” did not exist until Deb Freeman and Ryan Beckman arrived at the site in the mid-1990s. These two women revived the food program through renewed research and different forms of interpretation. Since then, Victoria Haynes, the food program director, has run the program.104  
Current Food Program  
 Remarkably, the site takes part in the actual butchering of animals such as cows, sheep, hogs, chickens, and goats, which is authentic and engaging in ways that challenge the audience’s view of contemporary food experiences. This is done rarely at historic sites. The entire process from the slaughtering to the cooking of the meat is done in front of the visitors. They get a holistic understanding of what it takes to prepare the food that is eaten on a daily basis, which is not a process regularly thought about in contemporary society.  
                                                     103 “About-Mission and Narrative.” Old Sturbridge Village.  104 Simmons. 
   




The current food program at OSV is interwoven throughout the entire site. The Freeman Farmhouse is the most active spot for food interpretation during regular visiting hours. All of the butchering programs take place in the barn and the house itself. Open hearth cooking demonstrations as well as the preparation of agricultural produce are done here.  Two food programs that are an additional price to the general admission have been operating for a little over a decade. Dinner in a Country Village takes place at the Parsonage weekly from about five to nine o'clock, during which time paying visitors cook a large hearth meal. Boarding with the Bixby’s is also offered weekly. It is an overnight adventure in which visitors live in the shoes of a mid 19th century farmer.105 This consists of making all of the meals, as well as doing the work of a farmer such as getting up early to tend the fields and livestock.   
                                                     105 Ibid.  
Figure 24. OSV Visitor Map. OSV. January 6, 2019.  
   





1. Continued Growth  Old Sturbridge Village has not made new advancements in the physical structure of the food programs, but is reworking their interpretive strategy to include more contemporary issues. The site recently received an National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) Grant to fund the development of a new Interpretation and Education Plan. This was decided due to a Visitor Experience Initiative from 2014 to 2017 that consisted of staff and visitor surveys in which they “…reported confusion about the museum’s themes, its relevance, and inconsistencies in interpretive methods throughout the museum”.106 The directors and president identified four themes that they felt needed to be explored further:  race and gender, agriculture and food, civics and industry, and economy. These issues relate to the history of the time period they are interpreting, but can also be applied to contemporary concerns. Scholars, consultants, and partners will analyze the four selected themes by visiting the site and submitting reports with recommendations for changes. The staff will compile these recommendations and create new pilot programs that will be implemented in 2019.107 Rhys Simmons stated a major focus of this grant that will benefit the food program is updating the training manuals which have not been evaluated since the 1990s. Simmons said: “The NEH grant is going to be more focused and direct. It will give people reasons to realize they have a connection.”108 Even though there has been no visual growth in terms of 
                                                     106 OSV Interpretation and Education Plan, National Endowment for the Humanities Grant, August 2018.  107 Simmons.   108 Ibid.  
   




new food programs, the NEH grant is a sign that OSV continues to work towards bettering its interpretation, and thus its food program.    
2. Mission and Management  The mission of Old Sturbridge Village has changed sixteen times since its inception. The most recent mission of OSV, written in January of 2004 by previous OSV President Beverly Sheppard, is as follows: “Old Sturbridge Village, a museum and learning resource of New England’s life, invites each visitor to find meaning, pleasure, relevance and inspiration through the exploration of history.”109 The museum’s mission of interpreting a history of New England Colonists and celebrating this period in history does not relate to the local community, which consists of many immigrants. Southbridge, Massachusetts, located directly next to Sturbridge, has a large Hispanic community that makes up thirty-three percent of the population.110 Cultural and linguistic barriers make OSV events less inviting to an immigrant family than to the white middle class suburban ones featured in their history. These immigrant communities do not relate to the mission of OSV, which may be a sign that OSV needs to rethink what that mission should be.  It is also pivotal that the mission be relevant to contemporary society. In 1976, the Bicentennial brought about strong feelings of pride for one’s country. Today, there is growing concern for what our country is going to become, which should be at the heart of the narrative. Important issues such as gender, race, environment, and social equity are all 
                                                     109 Tom Kelleher, “OSV’s Mission through the years,” Compiled December 2006.  110 Data USA. Southbridge, MA. www.datausa.io.  
   




modern concerns that could be addressed. The story of a rural farm town in New England is still relevant, but in a different way than it once was.  In addition, it is difficult to see where the mission of the museum is carried out effectively, for the mission is too vague. Simmons stated that the museum is currently working towards more of an educational model. He said that,  …to be able to talk about it and to say that we do it, and that we don’t shy away from it, lends us the credibility with the visitors. You can talk about butchering, you can read about it, you can watch Youtube videos, or visit slaughterhouses. But until you’re the actual one to dispatch an animal, eviscerate, and break it down into parts, you really can’t talk about it in the same level of authenticity. This goes back to the museums’ philosophy of learning through doing.111  Except for the paid programs, this philosophy is not applied at the site. Everything is a demonstration. The visitor is not allowed to participate. At the Freeman Farmhouse, the visitor observes the staff butcher the animal, cut up the meat and cook it. If the museum is heading in the direction of learning by doing, they should allow visitors to participate in the events, even when paying general admission.  Increased conversation among the three department heads and the president is another factor that is pivotal to the success of the food program. The president and three department heads of education, interpretation, and curation have different interests, which leads to disagreement on what the current mission should be. The mission is so broad that it can be interpreted in any number of ways. Rhys Simmons states that he hopes for the museum to be less focused on the authenticity of the antiques, with the aim of being more 
                                                     111 Simmons. 
   




visitor focused. However, it is difficult for the curatorial staff to think that way because they are so concerned with the historical objects.112  For example, the rooms in the Salem Townhouse are roped off. The curators hope the kitchen will remain unused to prevent the destruction of the antiques that are harbored there. The problem lies not in the fact that the barriers are there, but that the competing interests of management cannot agree on how the house should be interpreted. It is important that the parties keep working to resolve the issue. More awareness of curatorial work versus educational work should be studied by institutions having this problem.  Another major issue of concern is as follows: programs that make the most profit are not necessarily those that coincide with the museum’s mission. If the museum cannot create events that are authentic and resonate with the public, their role as a museum can be put into question. One popular and lucrative program is Christmas by Candlelight, an event that discusses Christmas traditions, and includes events such as roasting chestnuts over an open fire and making Christmas cookies from around the world. This program drew in 22,000 people this year and netted the museum $450,000. This was a record for the museum. Simmons noted: …yes, this event does not coincide with the mission, because Christmas was not part of the rural tradition of New England in the mid 19th century. However, it is a way for the institution to meet a need, provide some educational background, provide a positive experience, but most importantly, make money.113  
                                                     112 Simmons 
Figure 25. OSV Beer and Cider Event. Photo: OSV. 
   




It is important that the site makes money, but to have a Christmas Celebration that is inauthentic to the whole basis of the museum’s mission detracts from its mission.   Another  money-making program with a little more relevance to the mission is the  beer and cider fest, which drew in 3,500 people in one day, and netted the museum $20,000 from the same day the year prior. Rhys mentioned that they are going to be implementing more of these programs for the sake of economic benefit. OSV is already adding another day to the event next year. Surprisingly, Dinner in a Country Village—a program that is in line with the mission—only nets the museum $7,000 annually.114  These lucrative events also help the site to keep going and are a great opportunity to reach out to the local community. It is acceptable for OSV to keep certain events for the sake of economic gain and their survival, but they could do so in a way that respects their mission as an institution.  An event like the beer and cider fest can be related to a 19th century way of life, whereas a Christmas celebration cannot.  Finally, there are a lack of funds to keep year-round workers. It is hard to attract employees with minimum wage salaries who have the necessary skills, the passion, and a desire to make this into a viable career. One way OSV has worked to overcome this is through internship and fellowship programs that attract college students or graduates with a paid internship. Visitors today are craving communication and experience. Sites like Old Sturbridge Village and Colonial Williamsburg cut back their interpretation by a great 
                                                                                                                                                                           113 Ibid.  114 Ibid.  
   




amount in the 1990s. Today, the buildings in the village are more or less staffed by one person. An increase of staff to the site is essential for creating a richer overall experience.115  
 
3. Audience Expectations According to the focus groups of the NEH Grant, Old Sturbridge Village has not been doing the best job of setting up audience expectations, which is pivotal to the success of the food program. Simmons noted,  In the audience research, especially the focus groups, we found a lot of inconsistent experiences in the museum.  A lot had to do with when you visited, who you talked to, and what kind of things you got to experience. And it varied a lot. A lot of this goes back to, are we setting the visitor up for clear expectations of what their visit is going to be and are we setting up our staff to say this is what the expectation is. Yes, every interpreter has their own style and philosophy on how they are communicating this information, but I think we as an institution can do a better job at giving them the tools to have that kind of contemporary discussion.116   Expectations of a visitor are very important, for these expectations can make or break the entire experience of the program. OSV could make simple changes such as looking at how they advertise programs like Dinner in a Country Village. Important things to include are the description of the event online, as well as listing the inclusions and exclusions. Many important details often get overlooked. 
                                                     115 Ibid.  116 Ibid.  
   




For instance, the admission price of this program is $125. As a visitor, one could expect that alcohol would be served with dinner for such a hefty entrance fee. Alcohol is not served. The program is also a lot of work for the visitors which is not described on the ticket. In addition, one could expect to have a truly  authentic 19th century New England meal at this event. However, the quantity and quality of food is not what would have been served traditionally.  In addition, it was unclear from the description if the staff would be in first or third person. This is also important, because the visitor will not be prepared with the questions they should ask to get what they want out of the experience.117   
                                                     117 “Dinner in a Country Village,” Old Sturbridge Village, January 5th, 2019. 
Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 6 Dinner in a 
Country Village OSV January 5th, 2019. Photo: 
Victoria Pardo.  
Figure 26. Dinner in a Country Village. Photo: 
Victoria Pardo. January 5, 2019.  
Figure 27. Dinner in a Country Village. Photo: 
Victoria Pardo. January 5, 2019.  
   




An example in which they are improving setting audience expectations is their sign at the entrance to the farm on butchering days. The sign alerts people that the butchering event will be taking place, describing the graphics of what the visitor may encounter. This can be a sensitive topic for people, so this is a good warning for visitors not to travel to a certain area of the museum if they have issues with the practice.118  OSV is also taking great steps to understand their audience needs through current visitor surveys. Simmons noted that a quarter of the audience group that is most engaged and spends the most money are the history buffs. This poses a dilemma for the site in connecting with the local immigrant communities. If history buffs make up their major audience and are spending the most money, it is more lucrative for the site to keep focusing their mission around what they are interested in. However, this “history buff” audience is made up of mostly baby boomers, who will eventually age out of attendance. Perhaps the site should be focusing its energies on younger audience to gain relevance in contemporary society. The history buffs will most likely come regardless, because of the site’s name and history. The site should work harder to attract the local community, and gain relevance.119  
 
                                                     118 Ibid.  119 Simmons. 
Figure 28. Hog Butchering Notice at OSV. Photo: 
Victoria Pardo. January 5, 2019.  
   




4. Cohesive Interpretive Practice  It is vital that all of the staff understand the major goals of the museum as a whole. Also, specifically for OSV, staff should all follow the same interpretation methods so as to not confuse visitors. During the site visit for this thesis, some members of the staff had a completely different method in which they presented themselves than the rest of the staff. It is also important that the staff who are working the food programs are equipped with similar knowledge skills on the foodways, rituals, and architecture of the site. Victoria Haynes, who was leading the butchering team on the day of my visit, had great knowledge of not only the details of the food history, but also the spatial workings of the site and how the areas in and around the farmhouse related to one another. At Dinner in a Country Village, the staff demonstrated less knowledge when asked simple questions on food history and the way the family would have used the spaces in the house during the time period they were interpreting.   Old Sturbridge Village, though an artificial setting, has the advantage of significant amounts of secluded space. It contains the infrastructure of an entire village and farm scape. A visitor can roam around the site viewing nothing but scenes of 1830s’ New England life. This provides the opportunity to tell a complete story. Historic house museums are usually hampered by regulations regarding the upkeep of a historic site. 
Figure 29. Old Salem Town House Kitchen at OSV. 
Photo: Victoria Pardo. January 6, 2019.  
   




Because Old Sturbridge Village is not a designated site, they can do whatever they want, within reason.   Unfortunately, the site exhibits a disconnect between the structures of the museum and the process of food preparation. Spatial connectivity is important at a large living history site. This disconnect creates confusion for the visitor in understanding the whole history of the time period that OSV is trying to illustrate. Rhys Simmons noted: We tell the generic story well, because that has been our focus since the inception of the museum. But where we don’t do as well is telling those exceptional stories. For example, we don’t have a cast iron stove, which are starting to come around during this time period. Is this a logical step? There are collectible pieces in the Salem Townhouse that are not usable. So we’re not showing the comparison of cooking in the farm portion of the museum, Freeman Farmhouse and Bixby House, in comparison to a finer way of cooking that would be done at a place like the Salem Townhouse. These cooking methods are starting to become available in our time period. If we were available to do that we could show how these things are evolving through time and how they continue to evolve.120    
                                                     120 Ibid. 
Figure 30. Hog Butchering at Freeman Farmhouse, 
OSV. Photo: Victoria Pardo. January 5, 2019.  
Figure 31. Hog Butchering at Freeman Farmhouse, 
OSV. Photo: Victoria Pardo. January 6, 2019. 
   




Simmons’ statement is accurate. The one-story Freeman Farmhouse and the Bixby House are very well interpreted. On the hog butchering day there were six women at the Freeman Farmhouse. In comparison, there was one staff member in the three-story Salem Townhouse in the village. The rooms were cordoned off by ropes or handrails. This location has the opportunity to relay what a wealthier kitchen experience during the same time period would have been like. There was no explanation that servants would have been using the cast iron stove, or bustling around to get dinner ready for the wealthy owner of the home. Who was doing the labor? Where did they live? As a visitor, one would leave OSV with a lack of understanding regarding the complete food story of the time period.   
 
5. Contemporary Interpretation Approach  Old Sturbridge Village can make its existing program more relevant to contemporary audiences by purposefully introducing the ways in which a historical way of life bears relevance to the present. The site does a good job of describing the food history as it was, but does not bridge the gap to relate to contemporary issues. For example, when butchering the hog, the staff were explaining the process and how it would have been done, but there is no discussion of the relevance this has today. There was discussion of contamination in the past, but no link to today’s issues of mass E.coli outbreaks, which would have been a fascinating conversation.   The fear that OSV is stuck in the 1830s poses a challenge to the discussion of contemporary issues. These contemporary issues are difficult for the visitor to conjure in a historic setting where staff are wearing period costumes and are butchering a hog under 
   




candlelight. This goes back to the concept of making sure that the site not only sets up audience expectations, but also knows how to bring about these discussions.   They have such authentic food practices, which could lead to important discussions about contemporary food issues. Simmons noted that,  It is on the museum to make points of entry clear so that people can see that the issues we are having in 2019 … There are always points of entry.  If the educator is skilled enough and if the audience wants to go down that road and if they are willing, you can hit almost everyone.121 
 
6. Community Integration   As mentioned in the Mission and Management section of this chapter, the mission of the museum does not relate to the inhabitants of the surrounding area, which discourages the connection between the site and community engagement opportunities.   Local members of the community make up an extremely small portion of the museum’s visitors.  The average visitor to OSV is more affluent than previously thought based on recent surveys.122 Economic disparity is common in Southbridge, with 16.5% of families below the poverty level. In addition, Southbridge has also had the lowest performing school district in the state of Massachusetts for the last decade.123  OSV has started to make strides in attempting to break down these barriers. In October of 2017, OSV opened Old Sturbridge Academy, a 
                                                     121 Ibid.  122 Ibid.  123 Data USA. Southbridge, MA.  Figure 32. OSV Academy Students. Oct. 13, 2017. Photo: Telegram, Worcester, Ma. 
   




charter school that does not charge tuition to the students. It gives priority of admission to children from adjacent towns, including Southbridge. In addition, the families of the children receive annual passes to OSV. The charter school works with a similar mission to OSV, and Learning Through Experience programs are the heart of the mission, with food education opportunities that take place in the OSV auditorium.124 This charter school is a great example of how OSV has begun to think through this complex relationship between the site and community.  
 
7. Authenticity   Practices like the butchering of live animals in front of the visitors lends to an authentic understanding of a food process long forgotten. Not only does this process lend itself to education of the historic method of butchering itself, but also contributes to a spatial understanding of a farmhouse site.  A visitor can understand where the hog was butchered, how it was taken into the house, where in the house they would have prepared it. They can also understand the process of transportation of meat to town, if the farm was selling its meat. 
                                                     124 Simmons.  
   




By being present at the actual event, all of the visitor’s senses are heightened, and the visitor is provoked, which is an important aspect of interpretation according to Tilden. To feel the scorching water from the barrel splash around your feet and soak through your socks is shocking, along with the sensation of being cold from being outside for so long, where the warmth from the fire that is rendering the fat from the animal is comforting. One needs to feel the experience as they make their way inside to the comfort of the farmhouse, where the women are preparing the meat. It is thrilling to see the blood-stained table from cutting the animal apart, as well as experiencing the smell of the blood being stirred over the fire, and shoved into the intestines to make blood sausage. Research can be extremely beneficial to a site if applied properly, and makes all the difference in the authenticity of an experience. It is essential to inform the activities like the butchering that are taking place, where small details like the way the staff shaves the hair off the pig are essential to the process as a whole. This gives the audience a gripping, realistic  look at how this was completed in the past.  
Figure 34. Hog Butchering, OSV. Photo: 
Victoria Pardo. January 5, 2019.  
Figure 33. Hog Butchering, OSV. Photo: 
Victoria Pardo. January 6, 2019.  
   




At Dinner in a Country Village, for example, one is instructed to eat with a knife, rather than a fork, because that was the common practice.125 The staff use common sources such as the American Frugal Housewife for their recipes and interpretive knowledge because they are interpreting a generic story of mid 18th Century New England. The staff have also researched the families that lived in those homes, but do not have knowledge of what they ate. The employees should conduct more research on families in the town of Sturbridge for a better understanding of the area.  
 
Conclusion  Old Sturbridge Village is one of the oldest living history sites in the United States, but its food interpretation needs a good deal of work. OSV suffers from a vague mission statement, as well as a weakly structured interpretive approach which does not coincide with the director’s desire to educate the public by doing, or engage visitors with historical lessons relevant to the experiences of the audience today. It is also important to note the mission that currently memorializes American tradition does not relate to the traditions of the current community in which Old Sturbridge Village is located. Societal values have changed since the 1976 bicentennial, and Old Sturbridge Village has the opportunity to embrace them. In addition, it is not feasible to staff the site as they did in the past due to the lack of funds. Because of this, the site is not interpreted consistently and important opportunities to engage and connect with the audience are often missed. They do have standalone events like the hog butchering that have enormous power to connect with the audiences. In particular, the hog butchering event is authentic and engaging in ways that 
                                                     125 Ibid. 
   











































   




Gropius House, Lincoln, Massachusetts 
 
Introduction  The Gropius House is an example of a historic house museum that does not have a food program. However, they have the opportunity to evoke the experience of a working kitchen as a personal and historical experience because they have the understanding of how the Gropiuses used that space. In a site that is an international mecca for modern architecture enthusiasts, food may not be the first thing that comes to mind. However, this does not mean that food interpretation could not be present. In addition, the many events the site holds could make use of more authentic foods than the wine, cheese, and catered dinners they offer now. Finally, the site’s sustainable design within the landscape lends itself to relevant contemporary discussions on certain trends such as tiny houses and environmental issues.  
 
Background  The Gropius House is one of thirty-eight sites owned and operated by Historic New England, “the oldest and largest regional heritage organization in the nation.”126 The group was founded by William Sumner Appleton circa 1920. Appleton is claimed to be the nation’s first full-time preservationist by 
                                                     126 “Mission and Leadership,” Historic New England, www.historicnewengland.org. 
Figure 35. Gropius House. Photo: Yankee Magazine. 
   




the association. It was originally known as the Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities, (SPNEA), and since has gone under the name Historic New England. The organization is non-profit and open to all. Currently, Historic New England owns thirty-eight properties and about 1,200 acres of farmland across five New England States.127 The Walter Gropius house, built in 1938, is set back off of a rural, winding road in Lincoln, Massachusetts. It is the previous home of Walter, Ise, and Ati Gropius. Walter Gropius was a famous German architect and founder of the Bauhaus, a school of design located in Germany. Gropius directed the Bauhaus from 1919 to 1928. The school’s faculty and students hoped to create a new aesthetic, unconstrained by historical tradition. Economy of form, expressive use of materials, as well as economic, sustainable, and practical solutions were the main teachings of the school.128   Walter and his wife Ise immigrated to the United States in 1937, after Walter was relieved of his duties at the school by the National Socialist Party that had come to power in Germany at the time. He was part of a diaspora of artists and cultural leaders whose ideas were challenging to the Nazis. Gropius was given a position at Harvard University Graduate School of Design in Boston, Massachusetts.129  Walter and Ise built their home in part to educate other architects in the modern aesthetic. The Gropiuses wanted their home to not only reflect the modern ideals they believed in, but also to represent vernacular New England architecture. Traditional elements of this style are evident in materials such as wooden clapboard, brick, and 
                                                     127 Ibid.  128 “Gropius House Tour Highlights,” Sent via e-mail from Wendy Hubbard, February 26, 2019.  129 Ibid.  
   




fieldstone. New, innovative materials such as glass block, acoustical plaster, chromed banisters, and the latest lighting fixtures were also used in the design.130  It was a home ahead of its time with what would now be termed sustainable, environmentally conscious design. It was built with economy in mind, with screened-in porches and terraces that extend to the outdoors, which allowed for maximum natural ventilation and solar heating. In addition, Gropius spent as much time designing the grounds as the home itself. He carefully placed the home within the landscape so that he could enjoy expansive views of the existing apple orchard and distant fields. The lawn and meadow were left to grow naturally, and he planted many varieties of native trees to encourage the natural habitat to thrive .131 All of the building materials and fixtures were bought ready-made from factorie catalogs and supply houses in the United States.132  On the interior, all of the rooms of the house were designed with efficiency and functionality in mind. Gropius did not believe in customization. He proposed that industrial manufactured objects should be utilized in the home space, with the vision that industrial factory efficiency could be utilized for every aspect of life. For the purposes of this thesis, the kitchen, dining room, and screened-in patio will be the main focus.133  Walter Gropius modelled his kitchen after the Frankfurt Kitchen, a design concept advanced by  Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky, an Austrian architect who designed public housing in Germany before WWII. Schütte-Lihotzky may have gotten her ideas from Christine Frederick and Dr. Lillian Gilbreth, internationally renowned American kitchen efficiency experts of the 1920s and 1950s, respectively. They produced a number of 
                                                     130 Ibid.  131 Ibid.  132 Ibid.  133 Ibid.  
   




writings on kitchen efficiency and designs. Schütte-Lihotzky’s design of a kitchen was tight, modular, and economical. The kitchen space was designed to be isolated from the social area of the home. These prefab kitchens were implemented in 10,000 affordable housing units in Frankfurt, and inspired kitchen design for many decades.134 Features of the Frankfurt Kitchen that reappear in the Gropius house are the tight, modular space of the kitchen, the minimalist style, the functionality of copious storage, as well as the presence of industrial materials and appliances.   Gropius designed the home with the expectation that a female servant would be doing the cooking and cleaning. Ise spent a lot of time assisting Walter with his work. Gertrude Ernst, or “Gerdy,” was their live-in cook from 1939 to 1944. During World War II, Gerdy left the Gropius house to work in the factories. Ise Gropius said after Gerdy left: “cheery Gerdy left us to join the ranks of ‘working women for the war effort.’ It was a blow 
                                                     134 Nancy Carlisle and Melinda Talbot Nasardinov, America’s Kitchens, (Boston: Historic New England, 2008), 143-144.  
Figure 36. Frankfurt Kitchen. Photo: MoMa. 
   




to us all.” The same industrial processes that had shaped the functional design aesthetic of the Gropius’s home, took their beloved servant away.135   The Gropiuses soon realized that the kitchen they had designed was not as practical when they did not have the help of a servant. Gerdy would cook mostly simple German recipes for dinner parties. She would research and select the recipes each morning. “The meal was organized down to the eighth of a teaspoon.”136 When Ise and Walter began to use the space, they did not have enough room to work together, but more importantly, did not have the space that allowed guests to serve themselves in such close quarters.137 This notion of guests serving themselves was a feature of a new era in domestic entertaining. After Gerdy left, Ise began cooking for the first time in her life. Ise’s daughter, Ati, said of her mother: “All the delicate, gourmet recipes [Ise] had collected now lay in her own lap and were to be served impeccably on the dot of seven. In time she became a cook of great expertise but never one of joy, and the atmosphere of dogged desperation which I remember in the kitchen is, no doubt, partly the reason why I never became a cook.”138  
                                                     135 Ibid.  136 Ibid.  137 Ibid. 138 Ibid.  
   




The Gropius kitchen and pantry were meant to be a detached space, completely isolated from the rest of the house. They are located at the rear of the house, directly next to the dining room. A swinging door separates the kitchen from the pantry to prevent kitchen sounds and smells from pervading the dining area. The kitchen and pantry are narrow, and have the look of a scientific laboratory, similar to the Frankfurt Kitchen designs, due to the white cabinets and black countertops. The Gropiuses had brand new appliances such as a dishwasher and a garbage disposal, which very few families had at that time.139 Walter Gropius died in 1969. In his will, he wrote, “Ise, you whom I have loved most, please put in order and manage my spiritual heritage.”140 Ise established the Walter Gropius Archives at Harvard, donating the Bauhaus materials. Mrs. Gropius donated her home to SPNEA, (now Historic New England) in 1974, but lived in the 
                                                     139 Ibid. 140 Wendy Hubbard, email message to author, February 26th, 2019.  
Figure 38. Carlisle, Nancy and Melinda Talbot 
Nasardinov. Gropius Kitchen and Dining Room Sketch. 
America's Kitchens. Boston: Historic New England, 2008. 
Figure 37. Gropius Kitchen. Photo: Victoria 
Pardo. January 6, 2019.  
   




house until she died in 1983. She took part in the creation of the tours and the way the house would be presented to the public The house opened as a museum two years after her death, and was designated a National Historic Landmark in 2002.141  
 
Current Food Program  The Gropius House is an example of a house museum where a kitchen can be understood and well-interpreted even though there is no cooking or food program. In addition, the museum has a great understanding of how the Gropiuses used the space, which they can use to their advantage. The house contains the Frankfurt kitchen, the dining room, pantry, and the screened-in porch Walter and Ise used for summer gatherings and dining.  The descriptions of the food spaces should be more provocative. This infrastructure and rich understanding of the family allows for a similarly rich discussion of the personal habits of the Gropiuses regarding food, and offers an understanding of how a small working kitchen space was used at the time. The tours, usually around twelve people in total, discuss the Gropius’ careful design of their dining rituals and the simplicity and efficiency 
                                                     141 Ibid.  
Figure 39. Evening Event. Photo: Actionunlimited.com. 
   









1. Continued Growth  
 Even though this site may not require a food program, there is potential for a better way of evoking working in the kitchen as a humanized personal and historical experience. 
143 It is clear from current visitor surveys that people want more intimate experiences. They have even listed eating as part of the experience that they would want to see most. Would a food program that discusses Ise’s attempts at cooking from her recipe book, and discussing major themes and changes from large kitchens to smaller kitchens at this time be a thought provoking, relevant issue that a general audience might be interested in?144 
                                                     142 Wendy Hubbard (Site Manager, Gropius House) interview by Victoria Pardo, February 28th, 2019.  143 Ibid. 144 Ibid.  
   




 The collections department of Historic New England is slowly realizing this need, which is represented in their increased flexibility in making use of the historic objects at their various sites for events. Recently, a dinner was held on the historic dining room table in the Otis House, another of Historic New England’s properties. This would have never happened ten years ago. In their “Strategic Agenda Goals: 2017-2021”, one of Historic New England’s four major goals is engagement by, …serving the public by emphasizing innovative use of its historic resources of buildings, landscapes, archives, stories and collections. Increase engagement and interaction among core audience groups and build engagement among members, interested nonmembers and the general public.145  Unfortunately this definition is very vague. Hopefully, however,  they will home in on the idea of innovatively using its resources. The criterion for program implementation is that it makes a return on investment. If small, it has to appeal to a group of donors or friends of the family. In addition, a specific program relating to a narrow audience rarely passes the committee. Wendy Hubbard, the site’s Operation Manager, stated:  …a survey done two years ago revealed that people want food at the program, but they don’t necessarily want a program about food. They want a social engagement, to be able to relax, talk with friends, enjoy wine and a nibble. I think they come because they want the vibe of this hip space, this mid-century modern space, where they can engage with one another over a glass of wine and explore the house in their own way.146    It is important to note that certain audiences of a site may want food and beverage present, but are not interested in a full-blown discussion about food. This does not mean that the food story must not be present, or the food interpretation inaccurate. This is the 
                                                     145 “Strategic Goals:2017-2021,” Historic New England, www.historicnewengland.org. 146 Wendy Hubbard (Site Manager, Gropius House) interview by Victoria Pardo, February 28th, 2019. 
   




case at the Gropius House, where the site does not have to worry about attracting visitors due to their international recognition. Their main audience is people with architectural interests, most likely with a good knowledge of the site before visiting.  A discussion that emanates from food interpretation could provoke visitors, and lead them down a path to a new, enlightened understanding of the family. This audience would benefit from a deeper evocation of the kitchen as a historical and personal experience, because it would give them greater insight into who the Gropiuses actually were. A lot of the visitors are truly interested in the objects: Walter’s desk, or Ise’s clothes in the bedroom. Ultimately, it does not seem that a food program is in the works anytime soon. That does not mean they cannot start humanizing the space through more evocative, interpretive techniques related to food on their tours.  
 
2. Mission and Management  The Gropius House, being a part of Historic New England, does not have its own mission, but it does have a set of themes that play the role of a mission. In 1982, ‘83, and ‘84, Historic New England, with help from Ise, honed in on four major themes to emphasize. The interpretation has not changed since these themes were initially instituted. Most of the 
Figure 40. Ise's Recipe Book. Photo: Victoria Pardo. 
January 6, 2019.  
   




spaces they interpret fit into one or more of these four themes, and they do not go very far astray from them:  1. The synthesis of the Bauhaus and New England 2. The ideal of maximum simplicity, functionality, and efficiency 3. Family form and function  4. The relationship of nature and architecture147  Even though the museum has done well in relaying the design and process of the Gropius’s carefully orchestrated dinner arrangements, the mission does not allow for enhanced interpretation and memory evocation of the space. It is fundamental that visitors get a sense of who the Gropiuses were. This is difficult when the architecture, efficiency, and objects are the stars of the show.   The museum interprets Gropius’ principles of design and entertainment well. The Gropiuses were specific about the curation of the dining experience, from the dramatic draw back of the curtain revealing that dinner had been served, to the lighting around the table. Even for Christmas dinner, they put red lobsters on black plates to match the other colors in their home. They often carefully placed the lights to evoke the feel of an intimate campfire around the small dining table. Hubbard stated: It wasn’t about what was on the plate, but about the dramatic lighting and the focus on the dining room table, and intimacy around the table. And so we try to evoke that by saying, if you were a guest of Ise and Walter, you would be in the living room, the curtains drawn. You would be having a cigarette and a cocktail, while the maid prepared everything. And then, Mrs. Gropius 
                                                     147 Ibid.  
Figure 41. Gropius Dining Table. The 
Gropius House. January 6, 2019.  
   




would pull open the curtain, and the lights would reveal a dramatic dining table. It was so much more about the aesthetic experience based on their lifestyle and preferences, not what was on the plate.148  The theme of Family Form and Function is relatable, but its meaning emphasizes mechanisms, not emotion. It does not emanate memory or human feeling and connection, but that of a machine. Furthermore, the fact that the kitchen was more of a design experiment predicated on the needs for space minimization in mass housing than a utilized space in the home reveals a lot about the Gropius’s character and personal preferences. Yes, Gropius lived and breathed this idea of industrialization and efficiency, but what about his personal life?149 This aspect of the aesthetic experience as being more important to the Gropiuses than the food itself is an important point that the guides should put more emphasis on.  Memory evocation can be increased through food interpretation, because food is a personal preference that reveals a lot about individuals and cultures. It is true that the Gropius’s world did not revolve around food. They grew up in upper middle class German families and always had servants do the cooking. Food was always an afterthought. Ise even had instructions in her recipe book that now sits on the kitchen counter on how to make tea.150 
                                                     148 Ibid.  149 Ibid. 150 Ibid.  
   




Emotion and memory are key ingredients that are missing here, and should be conveyed by the interpreters. The provocation does not necessarily have to be fact-based, but rather should use the space and visitor presence to evoke empathy for the original inhabitants, to understand them in a more complex way. There are several ways to connect the visitors to the kitchen and dining space through the discussion of the Gropius’ experiences. For example, the Gropiuses had thoughts and feelings, but all we know about them from the tour is what their house and their processes reveal to us. For example, the visitor does not know Ise’s favorite food or if she got joy from lounging and feeling the sun come through the window in the morning. Visitors cannot currently relate with the frustration in her daily life when her maid was gone. They do not picture her doing the dishes and cutting up vegetables. How would she have felt? How good of a cook did she eventually become? Clearly the Gropius’s overall quality of life diminished somewhat after Gerdy left, but to what extent? This speaks to garnering much more understanding about these individuals. Understanding food can humanize a historical figure. This museum needs more humanization.   
Figure 42. Carlisle, Nancy and Melinda Talbot 
Nasardinov. Ise in the Kitchen. America's 
Kitchens. Boston: Historic New England, 2008. 
   




3. Audience Expectations  With its international stature, the Gropius house attracts a specific audience, with certain interests, expectations, and even personal relationships to the history of Gropius. In addition, the house was widely publicized during the time that the Gropiuses lived there because Walter was a prominent architect. Students and architects from far and wide travelled to the house to understand and discuss Gropius’ ideas and his work. Hubbard mentioned that, The Gropius House is an internationally renowned site. It’s a pilgrimage. It’s a mecca. People often know the history of the architecture, so we don’t really have to advertise or promote. We just have a constant flow of group tours all year long in all seasons. Not all sites enjoy that privilege.151  Some visitors may even have greater knowledge of the site than the interpreter, and even a personal relationship with the site. This is a challenge for an interpreter, who is attempting to give a presentation that is provocative. A simple relaying of facts for this specific audience is not going to be sufficient in the long run. Audiences that have a more personal relationship with the site may expect a deeper look into the Gropius’ life.  Generally speaking, most guests have a good idea of what they are getting into. It is a fifty-five minute tour of the home of a famous architect. This expectation can be used to the site’s advantage to enhance the interpretation of the site. Visitors’ reactions to the house, specifically the kitchen, can be utilized to extrapolate their feelings and talk about contemporary issues. Hubbard stated that: People come in with a preconceived notion or an open mind. Some can see themselves living in this space. Most remark on how surprised they are that the space is so tiny. Feedback I get on a regular basis is ‘that I didn’t think I 
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would like it but I really did.’ It gives people a new insight on the philosophy of the space.152 
 
4. Cohesive Interpretive Practice Evocation of memories is not cohesive from tour to tour. Wendy stated that when she gives her tours, she interprets the kitchen in an effective way that relates to contemporary issues and evokes memories and relatable subjects. However, other tour guides do not, based on personal experience. The guides all have different interests, and may focus on certain aspects more than others. Different points of view are good, but it is important to have a balance between a general idea of what should be brought up to the visitors and the personal values of the interpreters. Even though a training manual lays out all of the information to share, some tour guides incorporate more details of some aspects over others. The site does do quarterly staff assessments, but there is a larger issue here.153    Another issue is that time is limited to fifty-five minutes due to the fact that there are only two members on staff at all times. After one staff member is finished with the tour, they have to make sure they get to the visitor center in time to welcome the next round of guests and vice versa. The tours could potentially be longer if they were allowed one more member on staff.  
 
5.Contemporary Interpretation Approach 
The Gropius’s ideas of energy efficiency and use of  industrially-produced components with specialized functions can be easily relatable to new trends of tiny house building and having a smaller carbon footprint. The house raises interesting points about 
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the kitchen as well as food. Even though the kitchen was small, it had a lot of storage for plates, knives, forks, and foodstuffs. This would have allowed for less frequent market visits. They used an electric stove that was revolutionary at the time.  In addition, the cultural shifts of society, women in the workforce, the movement of the kitchen to the center of the household activities—these are all contemporary issues that can be extrapolated upon as well as the notion of hired help versus the current habit to cook trendy meals at home.154  The way the Gropius’ dealt with industrialization can be relevant to today’s audiences. For one, the Gropiuses maintained the landscape surrounding their home to be simple, efficient, and in harmony with nature. Walter and Ise would allow the meadow to grow right up to the house to encourage pollination and natural habitat. Today, the museum has cut the grass near and around the house for guests to walk, and also to minimize ticks. This takes away from how the Gropiuses envisioned the landscape, but could be an interesting discussion piece on the increasing awareness of Lyme Disease. Other issues that could be discussed include low-maintenance and minimally-invasive gardening. Water shortage is a growing concern in the United States, while home owners continue to water their green lawns.   
 
5. Community Integration The Gropius’s many guests and close friends in their immediate neighborhood are still within living memory. A great way to relate to the community would be to gather  more memories from these people. For example, a current employee at the local hardware 
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store still remembers Mrs. Gropius fondly. Students from Harvard University would bike up to the house to visit the Gropiuses and have long conversations on the patio.  The museum has the opportunity to reach out to local environmental groups to work with them on sustainable gardening practices.155 The community of Lincoln, Massachusetts embraces the agrarian nature of the area. The house is located adjacent to conservation land, donated by a nearby family in 1968 as a greenspace. There are no current community events related to food other than a community cleanup of the historic apple orchards on the property.   
6. Authenticity   It is pivotal that the museum gathers more personal reminiscences from the guests that Ise and Gropius would have to their home—not to give them opportunities to necessarily institute a food program, but perhaps lend more authenticity to the food that is eaten at the discussions and events that currently take place. Research and interpreting the space physically as well as emotionally is not a huge challenge because not only are all of their belongings there, but the Gropiuses are still within living memory in the neighborhood. Some of their friends still live down the street. While the site itself is authentic, the memory of them could be summoned and communicated more effectively.156  One example of a program they could institute that would not only utilize authentic food interpretation, but would also lend to authentic historical events, would be a discussion of modern architecture on the back porch with tea and cookies during the warmer months. Every week, when the family still lived in the house, architecture students 
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from the area would pedal up on their bikes and sit on the porch with Ise and Walter to discuss modern architecture. They would all share tea and cookies as the sun set over the hill. These students, many of whom may still be alive, may have specific memories relating to how the house was used. Food does not have to be the main reason for the event, but because this is what they really would have eaten, this would humanize the space.157 
 
7. Conclusion  
 This site does not need a food program or cooking demonstration to be understood fully. In addition, a food program is not currently in the interests of the museum due to the fact that the audience may not be receptive to it. However, even though the museum has done well in relaying the design and process of the Gropius’ carefully orchestrated dinner arrangements, it is pivotal that they evoke more emotion and memories on their tours. Increased food interpretation may be the best outlet for doing so, because food is a personal preference that reveals a fair amount about individuals as well as their cultures. Furthermore, at present, some guides do dwell on food interpretation more than others. It is pertinent that these evocations are consistent from tour to tour. A discussion that emanates from food interpretation could provoke visitors, and give them an enlightened understanding of the family, even if they know a lot about Gropius already.   In addition, the Gropiuses ideas of energy efficiency and methods of  industrially produced components with specialized functions as well as the importance of landscapes can be easily relatable to new trends of tiny house building and having a smaller carbon 
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footprint. The house raises interesting points about the kitchen as well as the food and the surrounding environment. It is pivotal that the museum gathers more personal reminiscences from the guests that Ise and Gropius would have to their home. This is not to give the museum opportunities to institute a food program, but perhaps to lend more authentication to the food that is eaten at the discussions and events that currently take place.  This site is realizing the need for more engagement through visitor surveys, but  ultimately, it does not seem that a food program is in the works anytime soon. That does not mean, however, that they cannot start humanizing the space through more evocative interpretive techniques related to food on their tours.                         
   






Part 1: Summation  Food interpretation can be a successful vehicle to enhance programming at house museums and historic sites. It is a way of using food and foodways to demonstrate or engage with visitors on the subject of food, and in doing so to focus both on the site’s meaning in the past and its relevance to the present. It is not always about what museums can do for food, but what food can do for museums. When done correctly, food interpretation can lead a site to take on a new meaning. It can be applied to many different contexts from how people raised, cooked, and served food in certain spaces such as farms, to revealing the personal preferences of a small family, or demonstrating how cultural identity can change over time in a large urban center. House museums have an advantage in telling these stories above all other institutions because they were domestic environments in which food played an active role. Food interpretation is important today because it allows these sites to participate in contemporary discussions, reversing the trends that we see in failing house museums that are losing relevance with contemporary society. These stories of the past can be connected to social conditions today through food. Contemporary concerns like food shortage, food deserts, disaster preparedness, nutrition, and food safety are more important now than ever in the face of threats such as global warming. In addition, individuals are showing a need and interest for skills such as sustainable farming, canning, and older practices of preservation, due to the growing awareness of food’s role in the world.  This thesis aimed to identify the common problems related to food interpretation programs through a thorough analysis of four sites that already use it as an interpretive 
   




strategy. This conclusion will reflect on my seven criteria that define a successful food program, what misconceptions exist regarding what makes a good food program, common misinterpretations that exist regarding the success of food programs, signs of a troubled food program, as well as future steps that could be taken in this field.  
 
Part 2: Seven Criteria-Towards Best Practices: Models for Food Interpretation   The seven criteria that have emerged from this thesis have proved to be pivotal in identifying successful food interpretation programs. Some sites are stronger in some criteria than others. These findings can be used to help sites that are not part of this study understand how the issues of their site relate to these case studies, and show them a route to some possible solutions. It is important to note that these seven criteria are not set in stone. Future examinations of additional sites could lead to added criteria.   
1. Continued  growth is mandatory for the success of a food program.  Continued growth encompasses not only thinking about and implementing new food programs, but is also a constant maturation and evolution of current programming. This evolution involves constantly reinterpreting the food program as it relates to the mission, and searching for new ways to tap into the interests of the visitors. As with any interpretation, evolution is key to maintaining relevance.  Billings Farm is the only site within the case studies that is making a continued effort towards new food programming. Not only are they passionate about coming up with new ideas and better ways to engage people, but they are also creating new infrastructure such as commercial kitchens and event spaces that will benefit the food programming 
   




greatly. The staff at Billings Farm  are also consciously generating timelines for when these programs will be implemented. Old Sturbridge Village and the Tenement Museum have not implemented a new food program in the last ten years. However, they are thinking about contemporary interpretive methods to engage audiences. Unfortunately, these plans do not relate to upgrading the existing food programs.  
 
2. The food program should naturally emanate from the museum’s mission, and at 
the same time should enhance that mission.  It is important that the food program and the mission have constant synergy, where the food program emanates from the mission, but the mission also derives strength from the food program. This criterion is demonstrated exceptionally well at Billings Farm and Museum, where the food interpretation at the site is directly related to the educational agenda of teaching about agriculture of the past and present. The food is a natural byproduct of agriculture, and in turn, the food program has given Billings Farm a lively, engaging component which does exactly what their mission says they do. For example, this is demonstrated in their Breakfast at the Farm program in which visitors create a meal, experiencing the entire agricultural process. This also frees the site of being stuck in an 1890 historic interpretation of the farmhouse, allowing the staff to discuss all kinds of issues related to current agricultural practice, as well as constructing two new educational spaces that work as a hybrid between education and income-generating events. Billings Farm demonstrated that it is acceptable and even encouraged to have education spaces in which food interpretation is an important and lucrative factor, as long as programs align with the mission.  
   




The Tenement Museum also meets this criteria successfully. The museum’s mission of addressing immigration and changing national identity allow for food to be an integral part of the discussion. Food is a tool that can show a culture’s assimilation path through history, by demonstrating how the staples of diets changed as people adapt to a new culture. Also, the staff’s overall excitement and acknowledgement of this synergy between food interpretation and the mission enhances their success. Furthermore, the fact that the staff at the Tenement Museum work so well together is largely due to the fact that they all understand the mission and agree on institutional priorities. Because food is universal and something that all people can relate to, both educators and curators agree that food is one of the best ways to reveal culture. This allows them to surmount difficult obstacles like lack of space and resources that most museums struggle with. For example, they have been able to compromise on the new kitchen space. Often curators and educators butt heads regarding the use of spaces. Others sites could make note of this and work to ensure that all staff members are on board.  It is extremely important to note that the mission statement is not a direct reflection of institutional priorities. Furthermore, it is not just the mission statement that should line up with the food programming. A lot of factors that lead to a successful food program all boil down to institutional governance and leadership. These factors ultimately establish the priority level of a food program. For example, one site may have an extremely dedicated individual with all of the right skill sets for food programming, but does not have the allocated funds from the institution to make it something great, whereas a larger site with a lot of funding for a food program may not have the right staff who are interested to run it.  
   




The Tenement Museum, as aforementioned, has a mission that allows food to be an integral component at the site. They have the priority of engaging the local immigrant populations on matters of food, and have the funds to do so. However, they are struggling to implement these goals. The Gropius House does not have an institutional priority to engage with a food program, but they could. Billings Farm happens to have the means and the institutional priorities to run a successful food program. Old Sturbridge Village, on the other hand, has the resources but also has conflicting institutional priorities.   Sites that are contemplating a food program can take these case studies in mind, because they reveal that there is a lot of commitment required by an overall institution to implement a food program. Some institutions like the Tenement Museum have food programming assimilated into their institution while others like the Gropius House do not. The governance of a site without a traditional food program, like the Gropius House, would need to think about this at length, and come to an understanding of how deeply a food program may affect the institution.    
 
3. Audience expectations should be a definite consideration of all food 
programming. Audience expectations are not singular to food interpretation, but apply to the site as a whole. It is a general rule of thumb that visitors expectations be met after going on a tour. This can be ensured by setting the visitor up in advance, to make it clear what they are going to encounter. It is important to note that this criteria is especially important to food because food means a lot of different things to different people. One person’s expectations of a food program might be completely different from another’s. One person 
   




might expect alcohol with dinner, while another might not care at all what they drink. The list goes on.  Old Sturbridge Village and the Tenement Museum have the opportunity to create a rich experience and discussion with their audience. However, they will usually fail to do so without setting up the audience to understand what to expect on a tour. The Tenement Museum, for example, should state more clearly the amount of conversation to expect on a tour, so that the audience can be more prepared to offer questions and conversation points. This was demonstrated at Tastings at the Tenement. An audience who thought the tour was mainly about savoring and enjoying food experienced an engaging discussion of their thoughts and histories with food that they were not ready for. When unprepared, the audience may not even know which questions to ask to enrich their experience. At OSV, a clearer more detailed description of the food programs should be offered so paying customers know what they are getting themselves into.   
4. Cohesion of interpretive practice is essential for not only the success of the food 
program, but the site as a whole Large or small, all sites have the challenge of getting the same information across to visitors in unique and engaging ways. This reflects on how well the governance of the organization is managing the site. For example, OSV is a large site, that has the challenge of training many employees. They have acknowledged the need to better their training. The Gropius House, on the other hand, has fewer employees to train, but has the same set of issues on a smaller scale.      
   




5. The food program should incorporate contemporary issues into the discussion, 
as well as use contemporary interpretive practice.  Issues such as food contamination scares, water shortage, and sustainability are some examples of contemporary issues that societies are dealing with universally. A house museum has the opportunity to discuss these issues regarding food as well as to educate the public.  Old Sturbridge Village was built around a set of ideas that were relevant to society when the site first opened. They embraced national unity and historic American ideals of that time. As time passed, however, these ideas have become less relevant, as a rise in diversity has shifted what ideas are central concerns to the American public. Today, Old Sturbridge Village is still stuck in this same narrow interpretation of American identity that many people may be uncomfortable with. Furthermore, the local community is largely made up of immigrants, who cannot relate to these ideals. Food is not just a common point of contact where everyone can engage, but it is also an important factor in food scarcity and social justice, two main concerns today. The Tenement Museum is a very different site than OSV, that was built on the basis of embracing our current acknowledgement of changing national identity. This is an inclusive mission that almost everyone can relate to.   Contemporary interpretive practices engage audiences more than a traditional approach of the tour guide giving a one-sided speech—which is what most house museums and historic sites do. Billings Farm and the Tenement Museum do this quite well, asking the audience where they came from and discussing their relationship to the site with the rest of the group. However, if some staff are not comfortable with the contemporary interpretation approach, the program can fail to enhance the current mission and 
   




institutional priorities. Old Sturbridge Village and the Gropius House would benefit from adding more of these interpretive practices. OSV is stuck in 1830, and, as a result, loses visitors who cannot make the connection to the distant past. Given this, it is difficult to make the experience simultaneously historical and contemporary. They have recognized this flaw, and will hopefully deal with this issue through money received from the NHA grant that has been recently awarded to them to update their interpretive practice methods.   
6. Community Engagement is growing ever more important in historic sites that 
are working to maintain their relevance.  Historic sites are located in areas where their mission may not resonate with the local community. Local neighborhoods may have a different relationship with the historic identity of a place due to cultural differences. House museums can maintain their relevance by being inclusive of these communities, and thinking of ways to relate to them.   OSV is located in an extremely diverse community with a large Hispanic population that has a lower income than many of the visitors to the site currently. It also has the worst school system in the state. Their new charter school is a great step in integrating with their local community. This development may allow them to come up with a more relevant mission, that will increase the interest of the local community in visiting the site.  After conducting this thesis, I realize now how complex the issues are relating to community outreach. A lot of research now states that it is not cost that is inhibiting the local communities to come visit, but a matter of preference. This and other issues make 
   




social and cultural issues regarding outreach extremely complex. This is an area that needs further research in and of itself.   
 
7. It is important that the food program is authentic,  but only to the point that it 
needs to be.   Authenticity is often a tricky subject because the term can be applied in many different contexts. Is it more authentic to be able to cook on a non-original stove and eat in the Billings Farmhouse kitchen? Or is It important to keep the original stove in the kitchen. Safe, and on display—but no one is allowed to touch it, or experience what it would have been like to cook in that kitchen?  Which option holds a higher degree of authenticity? It is important to strike a balance to allow a presentation to be authentic, but also realistic and open to interpretation.  
 
Part 3: Common Misconceptions Regarding What Makes A Good Food Program  There are a few common misunderstandings of what food interpretation is. When asked to think about food programs, actual food pops into a lot of people’s heads. In reality, a food program or food interpretation does not have to rely on actual food at all. It can be carried out and experienced in many different ways. It does not have to be structured around sitting at a table, and cooking on an open hearth like at Old Sturbridge Village. It can be focused around learning about sustainable agriculture like it is at Vermont at Billings Farm, or watching an animal be butchered. It can be a reference to the food preferences of a historical figure on a tour, and metaphors or texts that evoke memories from the visitor 
   




about food. It can be a simple statement offered on the Gropius House tour such as, “Could you imagine cooking in this tiny kitchen?”  A site does not have to have a classic food program to tell a food story. The Gropius House is the only case study that does not actually have a food program. They do, however, have the opportunity to evoke the experience of working in a kitchen as a personal and historic experience. They engage the audience by discussing food preparation, space needs, cooking, and serving, which are all matters of food interpretation, even if there is no actual food. Even though a food program might not be the best fit for their audience, by evoking memories and emotions through increased provocation related to food interpretation on the tours, they can successfully give well-informed visitors a new understanding who may know the history of the family very well. This evocation of food memories may lead to a greater humanization of the space that discussion of objects and methods cannot reveal. In addition, all historic sites like the Gropius House hold events where food, wine, and cheese are present. The site could work to make these food events more aligned to an experience the Gropiuses would have shared in their home.   For instance, earlier in this thesis I proposed an event where students can gather on the porch on a sunny day, enjoying tea and cookies while discussing modern architecture at the Gropius House. This would be a recreation of an actual event that regularly happened.  This is an example of how a food program can elicit an experience of place in the past and present simultaneously.  In addition, a common misconception is that sites think a food program is a simple method to bring in more people. In reality, a specific skillset is essential to make a good food programmer. Because sites are extremely complex, it is important the food 
   




programmer has an overall understanding of the site’s structure and goals. Furthermore, it is essential he or she understands the role of an educator, interpreter, and curator. Having a basic understanding of hospitality is another factor. In addition, an understanding of not only the history of the site, but also of contemporary issues is essential. However, to have passion, an understanding of food culture, and cooking skills are good attributes, but are not nearly enough to make a good food programmer.  
 
Part 4: Signs that may indicate a troubled food program  It is relatively easy for the management of a site to create a food program, but it would be difficult to be coherent, comprehensive, and enhance the site’s mission unless the criteria from this thesis have been addressed. Many institutions hear about how food programs can help make money and put new energy and life into a site. This can pose a problem because it leads many museums to construct haphazard programs and events that have nothing to do with the museum’s mission. These programs usually do not wind up being successful. This thesis has shown that implementing a food program is not simple, but complex.  In addition, sometimes food program problems, whether problems in implementation or problems in a pre-existing food program, are a sign of the dysfunction of the site as a whole.  The criteria of this thesis are major factors that especially affect the food program individually, but also can have a bearing on the entire workings of a site. An example of this is the cutting back of staff at historic sites. If the program does not have enough staff to offer an enriching experience, the food program suffers as well as the site as a whole. The same goes with interpretive methods. If the staff do not all understand how 
   




the food program relates to the mission, there are probably other programs at the site that have similar issues.  
 
Part 5: Future steps   The purpose of this thesis was to determine what makes a good food program, and to compare different contexts for food programming. Through this process I have come to a greater understanding of how inextricably linked the governance and institutional goals are to a program at a site. I have come to the conclusion that one cannot enhance any food program by working on the program independently, but instead must take into account the context of the entire site and its governance. The intention of this thesis is not to be prescriptive. My observations are a baseline, the first step in creating an evaluation rubric for historic sites. It is not a metric itself.     A great next step in this field would be to create evaluation tools in the framework of a rubric, in which a serious evaluator could take the seven criteria I have developed and break them down into a checklist. This could be used by sites to see how they are doing in terms of the development of their food program.  To evaluate a food program, a deep engagement with the institution is crucial. A feasibility study, or implementation of a rubric would require much more in depth study on-site before implementation. 
 
Part 6:  Final Thoughts  At the end of the day, the general public yearns for new, experiential opportunities to engage with others and to live in the moment. At Billings Farm, when I sit down at the dining table to eat the meal that was just prepared on the cast iron stove in the farmhouse 
   




kitchen, with the snow falling down outside, I feel a deep connection to the people that lived in that house. I feel those memories surfacing in my subconscious. I feel that I live there, and that Mrs. Aitkins is about to walk through the door. Simultaneously, I listen to the discussion about what happens to decaying produce in the root cellar over the long winter months. This is the most amazing feeling of all. Granted, I will never know what it was like to sit at the dining table when Mrs. Aitkins was serving dinner. Not only can we not reproduce the past, but even if the past was reproduced perfectly, we would not gain a true understanding of the past because our experience is based on a different worldview than people had in 1890.158 However, there is still a magic that can transport you anywhere you want to go in the present moment. The source of that magic is the great efforts by the site to create an authentic picture of the past, and to transport you to that distance place in time, while at the same time enriching your understanding of the present. Food and foodways can help to evoke these experiences, just as the madeleine did for Marcel Proust, the famous French novelist.159 This thesis calls for preservationists to go beyond the act of making food programs without method, and urges them to keep these criteria in mind. The 
                                                     158 Paul Bentel. (Professor, Columbia University) interview by Victoria Pardo, March 20th, 2019. 
159 Marcel Proust, In Search of Lost Time, Volume 1 (New York: Modern Library, 2003), “No sooner had the warm liquid mixed with the crumbs touched my palate than a shudder ran through me and I stopped, intent upon the extraordinary thing that was happening to me. An exquisite pleasure had invaded my senses, something isolated, detached, with no suggestion of its origin. And at once the vicissitudes of life had become indifferent to me, its disasters innocuous, its brevity illusory – this new sensation having had on me the effect which love has of filling me with a precious essence; or rather this essence was not in me it was me. ... Whence did it come? What did it mean? How could I seize and apprehend it? ... And suddenly the memory revealed itself. The taste was that of the little piece of madeleine which on Sunday mornings at Combray (because on those mornings I did not go out before mass), when I went to say good morning to her in her bedroom, my aunt Léonie used to give me, dipping it first in her own cup of tea or tisane. The sight of the little madeleine had recalled nothing to my mind before I tasted it. And all from my cup of tea.  
   















































   




Appendix A. Thesis Interview Questions 
 1. What led you to embrace food history in programs and interpretation? a. What do you think is the potential of food presentation with respect to interpretation?   b. What are you trying to communicate if it’s a form of interpretation?  c. If that’s what you’re trying to do, how are you doing it?  d. If all it is, (for example,) is getting kids engaged, what are you trying to teach them?   2. Could you explain the inception of the food program? How much research was undertaken? Where did you find the sources?   3. What do you think that food presentations can do uniquely that other things can’t do?   4. How does the food experience help reach the institution’s mission?   5. How do you connect the architecture and the place…with the food interpretation? Eg. Why is there a dining room? Butler’s pantry between the kitchen and dining room?   6. What are your thoughts on the authenticity of your presentation? Is this your priority? Or is your program more economically driven?   a. What do you think are the strengths and weaknesses of your program?  b. Do you think that the more authentic aspects that interpret food accurately could be weaknesses, while more economic-based decisions may be strengths? (ie entertainment?) How do you value food interpretation in this sense?   7. There are certain mental revelations we might like to provoke. But the cultural and historical conditions of our time make them almost impossible to conceive. To be relevant, a message must relate to the life experience of the audience. If there is no experiential basis for understanding a social value of the past, is it possible to convey its historical meaning?   8. How much emphasis do you put on staff education and hiring?  a. Who trains your staff on food ways? b. How do you treat education as it relates to interpretation? What kind of experience do you want people to walk away with? EG. Tilden provocation?   9. How much time/energy/money is put into this food program? a. How much do you think food interpretation programs cost compared to other, more basic approaches?   10. Evaluation of interpretive plan: Audience reception? Takeaways? Visitor behavior/needs?   11. Do you know of other places that are doing things similar to this? I know Sturbridge Village is conducting new research related to food ways.   12. Could you elaborate on the relationships between contemporary concerns and your own site’s food history?  (Food labor, food safety, farming and agricultural policy, urban agriculture, food quality, hunger and food insecurity, food sovereignty and social justice, ethics and humane practice, boycotts, etc)  
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